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A great deal of work in algebraic topology has been devoted to gener- 
alizing results which hold for compact polyhedra to more general 
categories of topological spaces. This has often involved selecting some 
collection of properties of polyhedra and taking these as axioms for a 
new type of space. The topic which we consider here is an example of 
this general process. 
To motivate the choice of properties which we will abstract from the 
polyhedral category, consider the standard proof of the Lefshetz fixed 
point theorem for polyhedra. Let f  : 1 K ( -+ 1 K 1 be a fixed point free 
map of the underlying space of a finite simplicial complex K into itself. 
To show that the Lefschetz number L(f) is zero we use the following 
four steps. First, perform successive barycentric subdivisions of K 
to produce a derived complex Kc%) such that each simplex in Kc”) is 
moved away from itself under f. Second, associate with f  a chain map 
fjp’ : C(K(“); $2) 4 C(K?; $3) w K h’ h is a close approximation of J. Third, 
use the Hopf trace theorem to show that the induced homology homo- 
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morphism fc’ : H(Kcn); Q) + N(Kcn); Q) has Lefschetz number equal 
zero. Fourth, show that L(f) = L(f’,“)). 
Now suppose that f : X + X is a fixed point free map of a compact 
Hausdorff space into itself and examine the possibility of carrying out the 
steps given above. We can use successively finer open covers of X to 
yield nerves of X which will replace the subdivisions used for K. This 
requires no new assumptions about X. Step three is entirely algebraic 
and depends only on the fact that we are dealing with finite dimensional 
vector spaces over a field. Again, this does not involve the space X. In 
steps two and four, however, the situation changes. These depend on the 
existence of projections and chain derivations which are inverse chain 
equivalences connecting C(K; Q) and C(Kcn); Q). When dealing with 
nerves N, and N, of covers 01 and p with 01 > p we always have pro- 
jections 7~~~ : N, + N, but there is no general way to define chain maps 
c,B : C(N, ; Q) -+ C(N, ; Q) which are in some sense inverses of the 
projections. Thus, one must postulate the existence of enough such 
chain maps to allow analogs of steps two and four to be performed. 
Lefschetz first did this in (20), p. 322, where he defined quasi-complexes 
and showed that his fixed point theorem is valid for that class of spaces. 
He required that the chain derivations described by his axioms must be 
inverses for the projections in a rather strong sense. Possibly owing to 
this strict condition, the question of whether the class of compact metric 
absolute neighborhood retracts (ANR’s) is contained in the class of quasi- 
complexes has never been settled. 
A second axiomatic description of chain derivations (antiprojections) 
was given by Browder in (7). In these structures, which he called semi- 
complexes, Browder required a weaker form of inverse relationship 
between the projections and antiprojections. He also added several local 
conditions which allowed the definition of a local fixed point index 
rather than only a global index such as the Lefschetz number. Addi- 
tionally, Browder showed that all compact metric ANR’s do admit 
semi-complex structures. 
The relationship between the theories of Lefschetz and Browder 
has been unclear since there exist quasi-complexes which are not known 
to be semi-complexes and vice versa. Our purpose is to unify these two 
approaches into a single theory. This is accomplished by defining the 
concept of a weak semi-complex and then characterizing the quasi- 
complexes and the semi-complexes as special types of these structures, 
Finally we consider a class of structures called simple semi-complexes 
which is roughly the intersection of the classes of quasi-complexes 
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(simple weak semi-complexes in our terminology) and semi-complexes. 
The following diagram is useful in keeping track of the relationships 
between the various types of structures which are under consideration. 
The exact sense in which each arrow is to be interpreted will be 
explained fully in the text. 
Weak sem, -complex 
Y k 
Quasi-complex oSlmple weak semi-complex Semi -complex 
%ple semi-cot$ex 
Once one has abstracted a polyhedral property and used it to define 
a new type of structure on a general space, there are two natural questions 
to ask. First, what spaces admit such structures ? (These should at least 
include the polyhedra!) Second, to what extent do the combinatorial 
methods and results which required this property transfer to the newly 
developed spaces? We consider both of these questions in regard to the 
various structures which we have introduced. 
Concerning the first question, we find that a certain weak type of local 
connectedness in a space X is a necessary condition for the existence of 
even a weak semi-complex structure. In regard to sufficient conditions, 
quasi-complexes were shown by Dyer in (II) to include all chainable 
continua and by Segal in (23) to include all hyperspaces of snake-like 
continua. Also, as we mentioned above, Browder showed in (7) that all 
compact metric ANR’s admit semi-complex structures. We show that all 
members of a class of spaces which contains at least the metric HLC* 
spaces defined by Lefschetz in (21) also admit semi-complex structures. 
(A result of this nature is mentioned by Browder in (7) without proof.) 
Furthermore, all polyhedra as well as some nonpolyhedral spaces possess 
simple semi-complex structures. 
An alternative to this direct construction of semi-complex structures on 
spaces of a given type is to show that certain general operations on spaces 
which admit such structures lead to new spaces which also admit semi- 
complex structures. We establish one result of this nature by proving 
that the product of any two spaces, each having a structure of one of the 
four types considered here, will itself have a structure of that type, In 
the case of quasi-complexes this result was shown by Brahana in (6). 
Corresponding results hold for the cone and suspension operations on 
any of the structures considered as well as for retracts of such structures. 
However, the process of retraction does not appear to preserve simplicity 
in the structures. We will not give the proofs of these results here. 
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There is a simple answer to the second basic question when we con- 
sider only the global fixed point theory. Namely, the Lefschetz fixed 
point theorem holds for all weak semi-complexes. 
The situation is much more complicated when we consider semi- 
complexes and local fixed point theory. A space X may admit several 
semi-complex structures and the value of the fixed point index for self- 
maps of X appears to depend on the particular structure used in its 
computation. Our general answer to this problem is to show that in 
many important cases this dependence is only apparent and does not 
actually occur. 
The existence of semi-complex structures on spaces suggests the 
consideration of semi-complex morphisms, i.e., maps between spaces 
which respect given semi-complex structures. Thus we have, in fact, 
a category 9 of all semi-complexes and semi-complex morphisms from 
which we can define a functor P sending objects and morphisms to 
their underlying spaces and maps. If we let Y’ be the category of all 
spaces which possess semi-complex structures and all maps of such 
spaces, then P is a functor from 9 into 9’. The central problem now 
appears in the fact that the semi-complex morphisms may not surject 
onto the maps in 9’. 
To facilitate the study of P we introduce an equivalence relation in 
Sp which can be divided out to yield a factor category [Y] and the 
following commutative diagram of categories and functors. 
Q -191 
“1 J P 
9’ 
PI 
The possibility of the dependence of a local fixed point index on the 
particular semi-complex used in its computation can now be overcome 
in some instances. If there is a section for [P] over a subcategory V of 
9’ (i.e., a functor S : 59 -j [P] such that S followed by [P] is the 
identity on ‘3) then an index on 9 induces an index on %7 which is 
independent of the semi-complexes used as long as we remain in Q-15’(V). 
As an example of this we introduce a subcategory 2 of Y’ which 
contains, among other spaces, all metric HLC* spaces and, therefore, 
all compact metric ANR’s and show that a section S of [P] exists over 2. 
We show that 2 = Q-rS(Z) consists of all semi-complex structures on 
spaces in 2 and moreover, all maps of spaces in 2 respect any semi- 
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complex structures on these spaces. Thus any local fixed point index on 
9 induces an index on 9 whose values are entirely independent of the 
semi-complex used in their computation. 
2. Notation and Conventions 
In this section we will establish some notation which will be used 
without further comment in the material which follows. 
The development of simplicial homology theory which we will use 
is essentially that found in (1.5) and the reader can find there any material 
necessary to fill out the brief outline which is given here. 
The term complex is used to mean a finite simplicial complex. If K 
is a complex then we denote by C,(K) the n-dimensional chain group 
of K with coefficients in the field Q of rational numbers. This is con- 
sidered as the free Q-module generated by the n-simplexes of K. The 
total chain complex is C(K) = C,“=0 C,(K) and the total homology 
group is H(K) = C,“=. H,(K). 
A complex K can be augmented to a complex K+ by adjoining a single 
simplex (J-1 of dimension (- 1). The coresponding reduced homology 
group will be denoted by a(K). 
If K and L are complexes and F, I,!I : C(K) -+ C(L) are two chain maps 
then we use y - $ to indicate that v and $I are chain homotopic. A chain 
map q : C(K) 4 C(L) is augmentable if there exists a chain map 
q+ : C(K+) + C(L+) such that y+ ) C(K) = y. In this case q is called 
proper if 9+(0-i) = u-i . The Kronecker index (KI) of a O-chain in 
C,,(K) is the sum of its coefficients and a chain map v : C(K) ---t C(L) 
is said to preserve the Kronecker index if KI q(c) = KI (c) for all 
c E C,(K). Clearly a chain map is proper if and only if it preserves the 
Kronecker index. 
A carrier, F, from the complex K to the complex L is a function defined 
on simplexes of K whose values are subcomplexes of L such that if u is 
a face of 7 in K then F(o) is a subcomplex of F(T). F is called acyclic if 
F(u) is acyclic for all simplexes u in K. A chain map v : C(K)--+ C(L) is 
carried by F if for each u, F(U) is a chain in C(F(u)). The basic result in 
this context is that if cp, + : C(K) --f C(L) are proper chain maps which 
are both carried by an acyclic carrier, then y - #. 
All spaces, X, considered in our work are assumed to be compact 
Hausdorff spaces. We will denote by Z(X) the set of all finite covers of X 
by open sets. This is a directed set under the reflexive and transitive 
quasi-order relation, >, given by refinement. That is, 01 > p means that 
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01 refines p. If U is a member of a cover 01 E Z(X) then the star of U in a, 
st( U), is the union of all sets in 01 which intersect U. Let St(a) be the 
cover of X consisting of the stars of all members of 01. We say that 01 is a 
star refinement of /3 ( u: f p) if St(a) > p, and that a is a double star 
refinement of p ( o( 33 ,B) if st(st(o()) > ,8. It is we11 known that in a 
compact HausforfF space every cover has a star refinement. 
If 01 E X(X) then N, will stand for the complex which is the nerve of 01. 
The support of a simplex (I E N, is denoted by sup(a) and is the union of 
all elements in 01 which are vertices of (T. The support of a chain c in 
C(N,) is the union of the supports of all simplexes in N, which appear 
with non-zero coefficients when c is written in its simplest form. If K 
is a complex and e) : C(K) + C(N,) is a chain map, then the support of 
y(C(K)) is the union of the supports of all chains in C(N,) which occur 
in the image of C(K) under p. 
If 01, p E Z(X) and a: > p then there is at least one possible vertex 
transformation from N, to N, taking a set V in 01 to a set U in ,B such that 
V C U. Any such vertex transformation induces a simplicial map 
o1 : N, + NB and a chain map, 
zorn C(N,) into C(N,). If rrBa, ii,” 
which we will also denote by ~-~a, 
: C(N,) -+ C(N,) are two such chain 
maps then there exists a chain homotopy A connecting 1~~~ and ;ia’ such 
that for each u E N, , all simplexes which appear with non-zero 
coefficients in A(a) are faces of a single simplex in N, . Thus 
T$.+ : H(N,) --f H(N,) is independent of the choice of vertex trans- 
formations used to define rDa. 
The following outline of inverse limit systems and Tech homology 
theory is based on the development of these topics given in (12). An 
inverse system of graded Q-modules (44, rr> over a directed set S is a 
function which assigns to each s E S a graded Q-module MS and to each 
pair s, t E S such that s > t a map z-t : MS --f M, . It is assumed that 
nss is the identity for all s E S and that if t > s > r then z-,.~T,~~ = z-~‘. 
The inverse limit M, of (44, r} is the graded submodule of the product 
&sM, consisting of all elements {m,} such that if s > t then 
rt(m,) = m, . The projection homomorphisms p, : M, -+ MS taking 
(m,} to m, commute with the homomorphisms rrtS; i.e., if s > t 
then gt”p, = p, . 
Let {M, n} and {N, 7-r} b e inverse systems of graded Q-modules over 
directed sets S and U respectively. A map @ : {M, n} + {N, n} consists 
of an order preserving function v : U--f S and a set of Q-homo- 
morphisms (p)?,} indexed by U with pU : MO(U~ + N, such that if u > ZI 
then the following diagram commutes. 
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We can define a Q-homomorphism vco : M, -+ N, by setting 
%(h?H = hL1 h w ere, for each u E U, n, = ~~(m,(,)). This homo- 











Suppose in the above setting that U is a cofinal subset of S, that 
g, : U -+ S is the inclusion function and that for each u E U, 
yzc : M, -+ N,, is the identity. In this case cpm : M, ---t N, is known to be 
a Q-isomorphism and we see easily that ~m((m.J) is just the subset of m, 
which has indices in U. 
We can now define the total Tech homology group (with Q-coef- 
ficients) of a space X. The collection {H(N,), $.+} is an inverse system 
over the directed set E(X) and we let H(X) be the inverse limit of this 
system. If f : X + Y is a map of spaces then we have a function 
y(f) : E(Y) -+ Z(X) given by y(f)(p) = f-l(p). Also, for each p E Z(Y), 
f induces a vertex transformation from Nf-lcp, into N, which is based 
on set inclusion under f and which induces a homomorphism 
%(f) : w%(f)L)) -+ H(N,J that commutes with projections. Thus 
we have a map O(f) : {H(N,), T&J + {H(N,), nz.+:> of inverse systems. 
We now define f.+ : H(X) + H(Y) to be the limit homomorphism 
9)m of Q’(f)* 
The outline of Tech theory given above is based on forming chain 
groups of nerves, then factoring these to get homology groups of nerves 
and finally taking a limit of these factor groups. We will need to use an 
alternative method when discussing local connectedness of spaces in the 
sense used by Wilder in (28). 
If X is a space we define an n-dimensional rational augmented Tech 
cycle (z,(h)) to b e a set indexed by Z(X) where z,(X) E Z,(N,+) and if 
h > p then z->(zJh)) is h omologous to Z&L). {zJX)} is said to bound if 
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each z,(h) bounds a chain in CIL+l(NA+). If we let 2, be the group of 
all n-cycles (where addition is performed coordinate-wise) and let B, 
be the subgroup of all bounds, then we call Zn/Bn the reduced n-dimen- 
sional homology group of X. It is shown in (26), p. 147, that x,“=O Z,JB, 
is isomorphic under the natural homomorphism to the inverse limit 
l?(X) of the system {A(N,), q&>. 
If U is a subset of a space X and h E Z(X) then a chain c K,(N,+) 
is said to be on U if for each simplex u of c in NA+ with vertices 
{VII ,“‘, V,), the set U n fly=“=0 Vi is non-empty. A Tech cycle {an(h)) 
is on U if each z,(h) is on U. (z,,(h)) bounds on U if each x,(X) bounds 
a chain in CTL+i(NA+) which is on U. 
We will also find it necessary to consider the support of a Tech 
cycle (43). Let su~({~(h))) = UMM su~(a,(X)) and say that ++#)1 
is in a set U if sup({an(h)}) C U. {zn(h)} bounds in U if each zn(h) bounds 
a chain in C ,+r(N,+) which has its support contained in U. 
Finally, all definitions, propositions, theorems and formal remarks are 
numbered consecutively by section and subsection. Thus the notation 
(III, 2.7), for example, refers to item 7 in Section III, Subsection 2. 
When working within a given main section the section number will be 
omitted for items in the same section, 
The symbol 1 is used to indicate the end of a proof. 
II. Weak Semi-Complexes 
In this section we define the notion of a weak semi-complex and, as 
a special case of this, the notion of a simple weak semi-complex. These 
classes contain the most general type of structures for which we will 
develop a fixed point theory. This global theory, which shows that the 
Lefschetz fixed point theorem is valid for a space which admits a 
weak semi-complex structure, is established in Subsection 3. 
Prior to this in Subsection 2, necessary conditions of both a homo- 
logical and a local topological nature are established for the existence of 
a weak semi-complex structure S(X) on a space X. Homologically, if X 
has a weak semi-complex structure, S(X), then the Tech homology of X 
injects under projection into the homology of a sufficiently fine nerve. 
If S(X) is simple, this injection is a bijection. Topologically, in order 
for X to possess a weak semi-complex structure, it must be uniformly 
weakly locally connected. This is a concept which does not appear to 
have been considered previously, but which is a natural generalization 
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of-and is implied by-uniform local connectedness in the sense of 
Tech homology as discussed by Wilder in (28). 
In Subsection 4 we consider the class of spaces called quasi-complexes 
which Lefschetz defined in (20), p. 323, and for which he established his 
fixed point theorem. Our main result in that subsection is the charac- 
terization of quasi-complexes as exactly those spaces which admit simple 
weak semicomplex structures. 
1. Dejinitions 
In the standard proof that the Lefschetz fixed point theorem is valid 
for a polyhedron, the crucial step involves the existence of chain maps 
from the chain complex of one barycentric subdivision into the chain 
complex of a finer subdivision. These maps do not move the support of 
simplexes very much and act like inverses for the simplicially induced 
projections which map fine barycentric subdivisions into coarser sub- 
divisions. 
In looking for a general setting in which to do fixed point theory, it 
is natural to think of the nerves of covers of a space as replacing the bary- 
centric subdivisions of a polyhedron and to postulate the existence of 
inverses for the projections. This motivates the following definitions. 
If X is a space and @ is a subset of Z(X), then a cover h, E @ is called a 
coarsest element if every cover in di refines h, . Since the order in Z(X) 
is not antisymmetric, a coarsest element need not be unique. When we 
wish to specify a particular coarsest element h, we write (@, X,) and 
refer to this pair as a subset of Z(X) with base point. This pair is 
called cofinal if @ is cofinal in Z(X). 
Definition (1 .l). A weak semi-complex S(X) = {X, Q, C} is a 
triple where X is a space; Q is a function assigning to each h E Z(X) 
a cofinal subset of Z(X) with base point, (Q, , a,,(X)), such that a,(h) > h; 
and C is a function assigning to each h E Z(X) a family C, of chain maps 
consisting of one or more chain maps c,B : C(N,) + C(N,) for every 
pair ~1, p E Q, such that 01 > /I. Each c,fl E C, has the property that if 
u E iVB then there is a set U E X with sup(u) u sup(c,8(a)) C U. These 
chain maps are called antiprojections and are assumed to satisfy the 
following axioms. 
(i) If 01 > /I > y, IX, /3, y E Q, and c,B, C,Y E C, then c,B - c,Y~T,,~. 
(ii) If 01 > /3 > y, 01, /3, y E 52, and cBy, C,Y E C,, then csy - V~Y,Y. 
(iii) If 01 E Q;2, and cUa E C, then cz.+ : H(N,; Q) + H(N,; Q) is an 
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idempotent endomorphism whose image is exactly the image of 
P, : fqx; $2) - H(N,; Q) : 
We will call X the underlying space of S(X) and will sometimes refer 
to 5’(X) as a weak semi-complex structure on X. 
Definition (1.2). A weak semi-complex, (X, 9, C), is called simple 
if for each h E Z(X), 01 E Q,, and c,= E C, , caa - 1,~~~) : C(N,) + C(N,). 
The terms weak semi-complex and simple weak semi-complex will 
henceforth be abbreviated WSC and SWSC, respectively. 
WSC’s are used in the study of spaces which are characterized by 
certain cofinal families of covers whose nerves are acyclic. [See 
Theorem (4.4), (II) and (23).] In this context, the following propo- 
sition indicates the extent to which WSC’s generalize SWSC’s. 
Proposition (1.3). Let S(X) = (X, 52, C> be a WSC such that for 
each h E Z(X) and a: E Q,, , N, is an acyclic complex. S(X) is simple ;f for 
each h E Z(X) and a E DA , any chain map c,~ : C(N,) - C(N,) in CA 
preserves the Kronecker index. 
Proof. We need only show that for each X E Z(X) and O( E Sr, , 
Ce* - L3N,! : C(N,) - C(N,J. This is clear since c,= and ICcN ) are both 
proper cham maps and hence are chain homotopic since NEuis acyclic. 
[(15), p. 1111. I 
2. Weak Local Connectedness 
The existence of a WSC- or SWSC-structure on a space yields useful 
information about the homology of the space. As always, we use only 
rational coefficients. 
Proposition (2.1). If a space X has weak semi-complex structure 
S(X) = {X, Q, C} then for all X E Z(X) the projection homomorphism 
por,(,+) : H(X) - H(N,O(A,) is injective. If S(X) is simple then each p,,cA) 
is also surjective. 
Proof. Let h E Z(X). Since &?A is cofinal in Z(X), we can assume with- 
out loss of generality that H(X) is the inverse limit of the inverse system 
{H(N,), r} based on the directed set Q,, . 
Suppose x = {xn} E H(X) w h ere x, E H(N,) and pall&x) = 0; i.e., 
x,~(~) = 0. To show that paoch) is injective it is sufficient to show that 
each x, = 0 in H(N,). By Axioms (i) and (iii) of Definition (I.]), 
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fO(N m 
a* ~cx&)* - c:* is an isomorphism when restricted to p,(H(X)). 
Thus e,m. I P=WX)) is injective. Now x, E $&H(X)) and Z-E,(~) *(x0) = 
Xa&) = 0 so x, = 0. 
If S(X) is simple c$;.+ is the identity isomorphism on H(N,O(A)) and 
hence has all of H(N,O(A)) as an image. By Axiom (iii) of Definition (1.1) 
this image is also the image of paotA) : H(X) -+ H(N,+l). Thus paOiA) is 
surjective. I 
Recall [(12), Chapter IX] that a Tech homology theory with Q-coef- 
ficients can be defined for arbitrary topological spaces. This is based 
on the directed set of all (not necessarily finite) covers of the space by 
open sets and satisfies all of the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for homology 
except that of exactness. In the following material we will use this theory 
for all non-compact spaces while continuing to base the homology of 
compact spaces on finite covers by open sets. 
Definition (2.2). A space X is weakly locally n-connected in the 
sense of Tech homology (n-wlc) if for each point x E X there is an open 
neighborhood U of x such that the inclusion induced homomorphism 
i, : IIn + ir,(X) is the zero homomorphism. 
We will generally work with covers of the whole space X rather that 
covers of subsets of X and we will also want to compare the concept 
of n-wlc with that of n-lc as discussed by Wilder in (28), p. 176. With this 
in mind, we can reformulate n-wlc in several different terms which are 
all equivalent in the case of compact Hausdorff spaces and rational 
coefficients which is under consideration here. 
Proposition (2.3). In a space X all of the following are equivalent. 
(a) X is n-wlc. 
(b) For each x E X there is an open neighborhood V of x such that 
;f z = {[zn(h)]} E ir,(X) with x,(h) on V for all h E E(X), then z = 0 
in R%(X). 
(c) For each x E X there is an open neighborhood W of x such that 
every n-dimensional augmented tech cycle on W bounds on X. 
Proof. Since X is a compact HausdorfI space, every open neighbor- 
hood of a point x has a compact subset containing x in its interior and 
every compact neighborhood has an open subset containing x. Thus (a), 
(b), and (c) are each equivalent to the corresponding statements (a’), 
(b’), and (c’) formed by requiring U, V, and W to be compact neighbor- 
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hoods. We will show that (a’), (b’), and (c’) are mutually equivalent by 
showing that if the condition given in any one of them holds for a 
compact neighborhood of x, then so does the condition in each of the 
others. 
As we discussed in Subsection (1,2) the Tech homology of a compact 
space may be formed as an inverse limit of the homology of nerves or 
as a quotient of Tech n-cycles by Tech n-boundaries. If Y is a compact 
space, we will denote these two theories by gmz( Y) and Rfiq( Y), respec- 
tively. It is shown in (28), p. 147, that these are naturally isomorphic 
under the mapf(Y) : i??%g(Y) + Rn”( Y) taking [{z,(h))] ---t {[a,(h)]}. 
Let F be a compact neighborhood of a point x E X and let 
i, : gnl(F) --f nn’(X) and j, : I?,Q’(F) --j A,q(X) be induced by the 
inclusion map. Specifically, j.+([(zIL(~)}]) is that element [{z,,(h)31 E H,,g(X) 
which has z,(h) = j,(zn(X n F)) where j, is induced by the vertex 
transformation sending U n F into U for each U E h. We can form a 
homology group l?z,X(F) by taking the quotient of the group ZnX(F) of 
tech n-cycles of X which are on F by the group of n-boundaries of 
X which are on F. Using the same method that appears in the 
definition of j, , we can define an inclusion induced homomorphism 
k * : f&q(F) + I? EaX(F) which, by a result of Wilder [(28), p. 1351, 
is an isomorphism. We can now factor j, into lk where 1 is the natural 
homomorphism from gzvX(F) into gng(X) based on the inclusion of 
ZnX(F) into the n-cycles of X. 
2; (F) ‘* -+ F; (Xl 
t = f(F) = f(X) 1 
I f(X)1 + 
z;“(F) m --t qx, 
Finally, let IT~X(F) be the subgroup of A,l(X) consisting of those 
elements z = {[z,(X)]} with z,(A) on F for all > E E(X). We have a 
sequence 
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in whichf(X)Z(Rz,*(F)) is exactly equal RiX(F). Let m be the inclusion 
homomorphism of gkr(F) into g,‘(X). All of our information is 
summarized in the preceding commutative diagram. 
Note that i, is trivial if and only if I is trivial, and this in turn is true 
if and only if aApX(F) = 0. These three situations are exactly the con- 
ditions imposed on a neighborhood, F, of x by statements (a’), (c’), 
and (b’) respectively. Thus, the existence of F satisfying any one of 
these means it satisfies both of the others and (a’), (b’), and (c’) are 
equivalent. I 
Remark (2.4). It is clear that a space X which is n-connected in the 
sense of Tech homology (i.e., A,(X) = 0) or which is n-lc [(28), p. 1761 
is n-wlc. It is well known [(16), p. 3481 that a space X is 0-1~ if and only if 
it is locally connected. This includes as a special case the fact that X is 
0-wlc if and only if each point in X is contained in an open connected 
set, i.e., if and only if the components of X are open in X. 
Example (2.5). To illustrate the geometric aspects of weak local con- 
nectedness consider the space X shown below and topologized as a 
subset of Euclidean 3-space. 
Let S, be the lateral surface of a cone with unit height and base of diam- 
eter &. Let I be a unit interval and let 5’ be a l-sphere of unit diameter. 
Define X to be the successive wedges of I, S, (with n = 1,2,3,...) and 
S as shown. X is a continuum which fails to be 1-1~ at x0 and which is 
not l-connected in the sense of Cech homology. However, X is easily 
seen to be I-wlc. 
Definition (2.6). A space X is uniformly wlc (uwlc) if there exists 
a cover 01 = {U, ,..., UJ f Z(X) such that for j = l,..., n the inclusion 
induced homomorphism i, : A( Ui) --t A(X) is the zero homomorphism. 
The next proposition shows that the property of WSC’s encountered 
in Proposition (2.1) can be used to establish another necessary condition 
for a space X to have a WSC-structure. 
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Proposition (2.7). If S(X) = {X, X2, C} is a WSC then X is uwlc. 
Proof. It is equivalent to show that there exists a cover 01 E Z(X) 
such that the condition described in part (b) of proposition (2.3) holds 
for all integers n and each member of 01. Let h E Z(X) and pick 
any star refinement a E Q, of 01s = a,(h). Suppose that U E 01 and that 
x, = ([z&)]) E &(X) with Z,(F) on U for all p E Z(X). 
If n > 0 then the reduced homology theory is the same as the non- 
reduced theory so that, by Proposition (2.1), peO : Z?JX) + &%(NeO) is 
an injection. If n = 0 a simple argument based on the axioms for a 
WSC shows that p,, : I-i,(X) + i?O(N,O) is also injective. Thus Z, is 
zero in A,(X) if and only if paO(zn) = [z~(~,)] is zero in Rn(NEO). 
Let U, E N,, be a set which contains the star of U and define a pro- 
jection 57:, : C(N,) + C(NJ based on a vertex transformation taking 
any set V E N which is a subset of U, into U,, . Since ~,,(a) is on U, all 
vertices of its simplexes which appear with non-zero coefficients are sent 
into U, under Z-Z, . 
If n > 0, then the dimension of z~(E) is collapsed so that n&(zn(a)) = 0 
in C,,(N,O). If n = 0, then, since ~~(a) is an augmented cycle, its 
Kronecker index is zero and the Kronecker index of nz,(za(n)) is also 
zero. But U, is the only simplex of NE, which appears in n:,(~,,(ol)) 
with non-zero coefficient. Therefore, ~TZ~(Z,,(~)) is zero. 
Thus for any n, r:,(zn(a)) = 0 and [z~(c+,)] = [z-$(z~(N))] = 0. 1 
The necessity of uniform weak local connectedness for a WSC-structure 
on a space is interesting since it will be shown in Section IV that enough 
local connectedness of a uniform type in all dimensions is a sufficient 
condition for the existence of such a structure. These appear to be the 
best results that can be obtained in comparing the existence of WSC- 
structures and properties of local connectedness since there are weak 
semi-complexes whose underlying spaces are not even locally connected 
in dimension zero and, as an example given by Kinosheta in (24) shows, 
there are contractible (and therefore uwlc) spaces which do not satisfy 
the Lefschetz fixed point theorem. Clearly, such spaces cannot admit 
WSC-structures. 
3. The Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem 
Let f : X + X be a map of a space into itself which induces homo- 
morphisms fin * : H,(X) + H,(X) for all n. If H(X) is finitely generated 
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as a vector space over Q, we can define the trace of fn* in the usual 
way [(15), p, 1651 and the Lefschetz number L(f) = Czz,o(-l)ntrfnJF . 
If a space X has a WSC-structure then Proposition (2.1) shows that 
H(X) is a subspace of H(N,) f or some cover 01 in Z(X). Since N, is a 
finite complex, H(N,) is finitely generated and any subspace of H(N,) is 
finitely generated. Thus L(f) is defined for any map f : X + X. 
We will say that the Lefschetz fixed point theorem holds for a space X 
if, first, L(f) is defined for any map f : X -+ X and, second, f being a 
fixed point free map of X into itself (f (zc) # x for all x E X) implies that 
L(f) = 0. There are spaces where this is not the case. In fact, S. Kinoshita 
gives an example in (24) of a contractible continuum K of dimension 3 
which admits a fixed point free map f. Since K is contractible 
fn* : H,(K) + H,(K) is a homomorphism of the trivial group if n f 0 
and the identity homomorphism on a group which is isomorphic to Q 
if n = 0. Thus L(f) = 1 and the Lefshetz fixed point theorem can not 
hold for K. 
The main property of WSC’s is that the Lefschetz fixed point theorem 
is valid for their underlying spaces. 
Theorem (3.1). If S(X) = {X, J2, C} is a WSC and f : X + X 
is a jixed point free map, then L(f) = 0. 
Proof. Since X is compact there exists a cover h of X such that for 
each x E X, if x E U E h then f (x)$ U. Sz, is cofinal in Z(X) so H(X) can 
be taken as the inverse limit of the inverse system {H’(N,), n} where 
a E fi,, and H’(N,) = p,(H(X)). Let 01,, = m,,(X) and let 01 E fi, be such 
that cz > f-l(J. If cz , c,” 
‘U 
and 6~0 E C,, then c?* = coLo aLot I fVN,J and 
C a* = c:* I H’(NJ are the identity isomorphisms with c& = rr,“,*c:$ 
and c:* = c:*~T:;, where rr& = z-& 1 H’(N,) and ~22 = c?* 1 EZ’(N& 
Thus rrz, and ~2; are injective. Also, pan = rrz*pe so that image 
‘TX 7l = H’(N,3 and we see that rrz* and cz$ are inverse isomorphisms. 
S4R*,e a is a refinement of f-‘(q,(ox)), f induces fi, : C(Na) + CW,,,). 
Letf=, = f;“,cz : C(N,,,) + C(N,J and let.fLO, = fu,* 1 H’(N,J. Observe 
that the diagram given at the end of this proof commutes. 
Let u EN=, and let UE h be a set such that sup(a) u SU~(C,~(U)) Z U. 
Since h was picked so that f(U) n U = o it is clear that 
sup(foo(u)) n SUP(U) = 0. Thus u does not appear with non-zero 
coefficient in fm,(u) and, using simplexes of Na, as a basis for C(NaO), 
C,(-Wrfa,, = 0. By the Hopf trace theorem [e.g., see (7), p. 2711, 
L( - 1 Wfoon = C,( - 1 Wfwon* and, since f+,dWNeo)) _C H’(N,J, 
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z:,,( - l)?r faon* = x’,( - l)%f&.+ . By the commutativity of the 
following diagram, 
; (F-1)” won* = ; (F-1)” trf,, =-WI. 
Thus L(f) = 0. 
4. Simple Weak Semi-Complexes and Quasi-Complexes 
The definition of quasi-complexes which is given below was first 
made by Lefschetz, in (20), p. 323, where he proved that his fixed point 
theorem is valid for these spaces. 
Recall that two chain maps c, d : C + C’ between chain complexes 
are called homologous if c.+ = d, : H(C) + H(C’). We will denote this 
property by c m d. 
If X is a space, (Y E Z(X) and 0 E N, , then we will let the kernel of 0 
[ker(o)] stand for the intersection of all members of 01 which are vertices 
of u. If c is a chain in C(N,), then ker(c) will stand for the union of the 
kernels of all simplexes of N, which will appear in c with non-zero 
coefficients when c is written in reduced form. 
Definition (4.1). A space X is a quasi-complex if there is a cofinal 
subset @ of Z(X) such that for each 01 E @ there exists p = p(a) > cy 
and one or more chain maps mlia : C(N,) + C(N,) called chain deri- 
vations. These chain maps are assumed to satisfy the following axioms. 
(a) w+,~ 
C(N,) - 
is homologous to the identity isomorphism l,(,,, : 
C(Nd 
(b) If 01 > p > y and way and w,o are chain derivations, then so is 
w,%J*y. 
(c) If was and wsE are chain derivations then We= m WOW. 
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(d) For each 01, fl E a3 there exist v = q(a) > 01 and # = #(01, /3, 9)) 
with (CI > y, # > /I and with #, v E @ such that there is a chain deri- 
vation WJ with the property that for each u E N, there is a set U E 01 
with ker(a) u ker(wp(o)) C U. 
We will use QC as an abbreviation for quasi-complex. 
Lefschetz called the W~“‘S antiprojections but described them as 
playing the role of chain derivations. To avoid confusion with the anti- 
projections involved in WSC’s, we will use the alternative term for 
the wgo’s. 
It has been shown by Dyer and Segal in (II) and (23) that snake-like 
continua and their hyperspaces are quasi-complexes and Brahana 
proved in (6) that the product of two quasi-complexes is again a quasi- 
complex. Unfortunately, the question of whether compact metric 
absolute neighborhood retracts are quasi-complexes has never been 
settled. We shall see in Section IV that these ANR’s do admit weak semi- 
complex structures. 
The properties of QC’s are stated in terms of homologous chain maps, 
while the properties of WSC’s involve chain homotopic maps. As the 
next lemma shows, in our situation of chain complexes of finite complexes 
with rational coefficients, these two notions coincide. As an example in 
(25), p. 106, shows, this is not the case for coefficient groups other than 
fields. 
We will call a chain complex {C, , a} with coefficients in a field F, 
geometric, if there exists an integer nz such that C, = 0 unless 
0 < n < m and each C, is finitely generated, 
Lemma (4.2). If C = {C, , a> and D = {D, , a’} are geometric 
chain complexes over a jield F, then two chain maps f, g : C + D are 
chain homotopic (-) if and only if they are homologous ( w). 
Proof. It is well known that chain homotopic maps are homologous 
[(15), p. 1061. 
Suppose that f M g. Pick a basis {zrO,..., s,“,} for the subspace B, of 
boundaries in Co and complete this to a basis B. = {zio,..., z,OO , 
++1 ,-.*9 zzO} for 2, , the cycles in Co . Let ~1 ,..., uiO E C, be picked so 
that a(&) = xio. Since C is geometric, C-i is trivial. Hence 2, = Co 
and PO is a basis for Co . Suppose that for n > 0 a basis 
607/3/I-2 
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for Z,-, has been selected so that the xF-“s for i = l,..., m-i are a 
basis for B,-, and that uin,..., uFwl E C, have been chosen such that 
qzq> = zi”-1. Next pick a basis 
for 2, such that the xin’s for i = l,..., Y,, , are a basis for B,, . We will 
show that 
pn = A u {Uln,..., q-1 } 
is a basis of C, . Suppose 
0 = -f aizin + ‘f’ bjuj”, 
i=l j=l 
where ai , bj E F for all i and j. Applying the boundary operation to both 
sides of this yields the equation 0 = C;~<‘bjzJ+l. Since ($l,..., J$~~} 
is a basis for B,-, , all bj must be zero for J’ = I ,..., m-r . Hence 
0 = C~Rlai~i7L and all ai must also be zero. Thus & is a linearly indepen- 
dent set in C, . It remains only to show that if x E C, then x is a linear 
combination of the elements of j?, . 
Suppose y = a(x) E B,-, withy = Cz<l ci&’ and let x = ck;l ciuirL. 
Now ax = ax so that there exists w E Z, with x = x + w which shows 
that x is a linear combination of elements of pn . 
Using the bases & , we can inductively define a chain homotopy 
d = Cr=.-i di : C -+ D, which will connect f and g. Let d-r be the 
zero-homomorphism and let d,(z,O) = (f(uil - g(u,‘)) for i = l,..., r. . 
Since f m g, there exist djl E D, such that f(zio) - g(.sjo) = adj for 
j = 7-o + I,..., so . Let do(zjo) = djl for j = y. + I,..., s,, and note that 
f(zio) - g(zt) = A-, 3(xio) + 8Ao(zio) for i = l,..., so . 
Assume that for n > 0 A,-, and A,-, have been defined so that 
d+i(sr-l) = f(ui”) - g(ui”) for i = l,..., r,-, and that for all x E C,-, , 
,f(x) - g(x) = A,&(x) + a’A,-,(x). Now define d,(xi”) to be 
f($+r) - g(zQ”) for i = l,..., r, and to be G?;+’ where ad;+’ = f(.zjn) - 
;y&fo; j = r, + l,..., J, * To complete the definition let d,(uin) = 0 
,***, r,-i and extend d, linearly to all of C, . A direct calculation 
shows that f(x) - g(x) = A,-,8(x) + alo, for all x E C, . Thus, 
by induction, A, is defined for all n and we see that f -g. I 
The following useful relationship is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition (2.1) and Lemma (4.2). 
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Proposition (4.3). In a WSC, (X, $2, C}, if 01 E J2, and c,a E C, , 
then the following three statements are equivalent. 
(a) cm” - LAN,) : Wm) -+ CW,). 
(b) c* = lav,) : H(N,) -+ H(N,). 
(c) p, : H(X) + H(N,) is an isomorphism. 
We now have the tools to prove the main theorem of this subsection. 
Theorem (4.4). A space X is a QC if and only if it admits a SWSC- 
structure. 
Proof. Suppose X is a QC and adopt the notation of Definition (4.1). 
Let X E 2(X) and choose a star refinement A’ of A. Let v = ?(A’) in the 
quasi-complex notation and set @,, = {$J E @ 1 t,!~ = #(A’, /3, y) for some 
,J?? E @} u {v}. Thus @A is cofinal in Z(X) and for each $ E GA 
there is a chain derivation wdp. Note that if g, # I/ E @A then 
w$&v$.+ = 1 : H(N,) ---t H(N,) so that ‘rrt* is injective. Consider H(X) as 
the inverse limit of the inverse system (H(N,), rr> over the directed 
set a,, and let p, : H(X) ---f H(N,) be the projection homomorphism. 
Suppose Pdx4}) = 0; i.e., x, = 0 in H(N,). In this case rr&+(x,J = x, = 0 
for all 4 E @A so that all xJ are zero and {xd} = 0 in H(X). Hence p, is 
injective. If pJ{x$}) = x, then for each # E @A , V&(X$) = x, which 
shows that p,(H(X)) C 7&(H(N,)). Conversely, if x, E nc,(H(N,)) for 
all 4 E @, then there is a unique x$ E H(N,) whose image is x, . If 
5 > $J > g, with I!,‘, $ E oA then x, = &(x6) = ~If**“&+(x~) and, since 
z-t.+ is injective, &,(xJ = xd . Thus {x~} E H(X) and p&(x& = x, , In 
summary, we see that p, : H(X) 4 H’(N,) = r)JIEQA~~.JH(NJI)) is an 
isomorphism. 
Since H’(N,) is a finite-dimensional vector space which is the inter- 
section of the vector spaces n$,(H(N~)), with I/ E QA, we can find 
* I ,..., Z/J, E @A such that H’(N,) = n&&(H(N,i)), Let ‘Ye = a&) E @,, 
Fh;;rnon refinement of all the #<‘s and note that H’(N,)=n&(H(N,O)). 
2.+ : H(NaO) + H (N,) is a isomorphism. 
Let Q,, = {$ E @A I # > a,,(h)} w ic is cofinal in Z(X). Suppose that h’ h 
(y. > p > a,(h) with 01, /3 E Sz, and let c,B = w,%~B : C(N,) -+ C(N,). 
Let CA be the set of all chain maps which are formed in this fashion. 
Suppose u E NB and note that, since rTT,o(u) is a simplex in N, , there 
exists V E A’ with ker(n,fl(a)) u ker( o,w’~T,~(u)) C I’. Suppose the star of V 
is contained in U E A. Now sup(u) C sup(r,B(u)) so sup(u) u sup(c,“(u)) C U. 
Let Sz be the function whose value at a cover X E Z(X) is the cofinal 
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subset of Z(X) with base point, (Sz,, , &A)), and let C be the function 
assigning to h the family of chain maps C, . We will show that {X, 52, C} 
is a SWSC by verifying the three axioms of Definition (1.1) and the con- 
dition of Definition (1.2). 
Suppose 01 > p > y > “0 = a,(h) with % BY Y E sz, * Now 
c,y,~ = w,Yr~37,~ - wa?lq~ = c,o as required for Axiom (i). In the 
following diagram all of the projections shown induce injections at the 
homology level and the corresponding w’s induce inverses for the 
projections. Also, image($,) = image(n&) = image(&) = H’(N,). 
C(N,) 
Let x, be a cycle in C(N,,). There exist cycles zB E C(N,) and z, E C(N,) 
such that .r~,y(z~) m n,B(z,) w nma(zU) where * is used to indicate homo- 
logous cycles. Also, z,~(z,) m ~O%r,“(x,) so nB+Q GZ z, and likewise 
z-,,@(+) m z,, . Finally, 
Thus the chain maps 7rBmc, y and c$’ are homologous and by Lemma (4.2) 
they are chain homotopic as required in Axiom (ii). 
Suppose that 01 > a,(h) and a: E Q, . Now c;* = (w,v~~)* = 1, 
which is certainly an idempotent endomorphism. The image of c:* is 
all of H(N,) and the following commutative diagram shows that this 
is also the image of p, . 
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As we noted above, c;.+ is the identity isomorphism on H(N,). Hence, 
by Lemma (4.2), c,~ - lCtN,) : C(N,) --t C(N,) as required in Defi- 
nition (1.2). This finishes the proof that {X, Sz, C} is an SWSC. 
Conversely, suppose that S’(X) = {X, Y, D} is an SWSC where the 
image of a cover h E Z(X) under Y is the set with base point, (YA , /3,(h)). 
Let @ = (JAEGtXj!PA and let the chain derivations (woa} consist of all 
possible compositions of a finite number of the chain maps in Unsz&& . 
If WsE = +(hn)@;l(Xn-i) . . . ~(X,)$l(h,), where $:+,(XJ E D,* , then 
q$i-m* - d,““(X,) *** dp(J7r~ *** T&- d2(&) *-* d~(X,)d~(A&r~ *** ?7fn 
Thus by Lemma (4.2) OJ~%,@ m 1 and Axiom (a) of Definition (4.1) 
of a quasi-complex is verified. Axiom (b) clearly holds since the w’s are 
taken as all possible finite compositions of c’s. 
Let wBa and 6&m be two chain derivations. As was shown above, 
WB3TTT,~ M 1 and &?r,B m 1. The same method used there allows one 
to show that z-~%J~~ = 1 and ~,%.G~~ w 1. Hence OJ;* and w;* are both 
isomorphisms which are the inverses of T& and therefore uga M ~3,“. 
Suppose 01, /3 E @. Let y = /I,,(a) and let I/J be a refinement of /3 which 
is in Y, . Now y4 > F = )$,(a) so wdm = dbO : C(N,) -+ C(N,) is one of 
the chain derivations and for each u E N, there exists U E 01 such that 
ker(a) u ker(w$m(o)) C sup(a) u sup(d,v(u)) C U. Thus Axiom (d) of 
Definition (4.1) is satisfied and X is a QC. I 
There are no examples of WSC’s which are known not to be SWSC’s. 
However, as we shall see later, the very strong consequences of all 
WSC’s being simple suggest affirmative answers to the following 
questions. 
Question (4.5). Is there a WSC which is not simple? 
Question (4.6). Is there a space X which admits a WSC-structure 
but admits no SWSC-structure ? 
III. Categories of Semi-Complexes 
In this section we strengthen the requirements placed on the anti- 
projections in weak semi-complexes to define structures called semi- 
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complexes, which were first introduced by Browder in (7). Our work 
with these structures will often involve knowing which maps between 
spaces preserve the given semi-complex structures in the sense of com- 
muting with the antiprojections. Such a map will be called a semi- 
complex morphism. The goal of Subsection 1 is to show that the col- 
lection of all semi-complexes and their semi-complex morphisms forms 
a category Y which, together with its subcategories, will be the main 
object of study in this section. 
We introduce the notion of a local fixed point index in Subsection 2 
and outline the method used by Browder in (7) to define such an index 
for categories of semi-complexes. The definitions of semi-complex 
and semi-complex morphism which we have adopted are slightly weaker 
than those used by Browder. Nevertheless, all of his proofs given in (7) 
carry over into our situation. 
In Subsection 3 we consider the problem that a local fixed point index 
appears to depend heavily on the semi-complex structures used as well 
as on the underlying spaces of these structures. Since it is desirable to 
have a local fixed point index depending only on the category of under- 
lying spaces and maps, we introduce a categorical method for inducing 
such an index. This is done by establishing an equivalence relation among 
semi-complexes and semi-complex morphisms. If 9 is a subcategory of 
Y then we can divide out this equivalence to form a category [Y] 
which in many useful cases is naturally isomorphic to the category of the 
underlying spaces of 7. In this instance we say that r is fully reducible 
and show that in such a category a local fixed point index depends only 
on the underlying spaces. 
1. Semi- Complexes and Semi- Complex Morphisms 
The basic notion of a semi-complex is that of a WSC, S(X) = (X, Q, C} 
where the antiprojections cqa E C,, are chosen in a consistent fashion as A 
varies in Z(X) and where all chain homotopies on the chains of nerves 
of X are assumed to move simplexes only slightly in X. The consistency 
is accomplished by requiring the sets L2, to be nested subsets of one 
cofinal subset Q of Z(X) and by supposing that if antiprojections in CA 
and C,, have a common domain and a common range then they are 
chain homotopic. 
Three additional assumptions of a technical nature are also required. 
First, there will be times, as in Section VI, when it is essential to con- 
sider only a cofinal subset Y of Z(X) as the indexing set for the Qn’s 
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rather than using all of Z(X). S econd, we will assume that 9 contains 
only finite covers of X by connected open sets and third, we will suppose 
that the antiprojections preserve the Kronecker index. This latter con- 
dition will be used to achieve a uniqueness theorem in Section IV. 
Putting these conditions down formally yields the following defi- 
nition. 
Definition (1 .l). A semi-complex, S(X) = (X, 9, $2, a,, , C}, is a 
quintuple where X is a space; 9 is a collection of finite covers of X by 
connected open sets which is cofinal in Z(X); !2 is a cofinal subset of 
Z(X); a0 is a function from 9 into s;! such that, for each h E 3, m,(h) > h; 
and C is a function assigning to h E 9 a family, C, , of chain maps 
consisting of one or more chain maps c,~ : C(N,) ---t C(N,) for every 
pair 01, /3 E D such that 01 > /3 > cyO(A). These chain maps c,fl are called 
antiprojections and are assumed to preserve the Kronecker index as 
well as satisfy the following axioms. 
(i) If (Y > p > y > a!,(h), 01, /?, y E s1, and c,e, c,y E C,, , then there 
exists a chain homotopy d,fl connecting c,B and c,yry@ such that for 
each u E NB there is a set U E X with sup(o) u sup(c,B(a)) u sup(d,B(u)) C U. 
(ii) If 01 > fl > y > a,(h), a, 8, y E Q and CJ, c,y E C, , then there 
exists a chain homotopy rgy connecting CJ and rOBac,~ such that for each 
u E NY there is a set I’ E h with sup(u) u sup(cDy(u)) u SU~(~~Y(U)) c v. 
(iii) If 01 > a,,(h), a E 52 and c,” E C, , then c:.+ : H(N, ; Q)-+ H(N, ; Q) 
is an idempotent endomorphism whose image is exactly the image of 
the projection homomorphism p, : H(X; Q) -+ H(N, ; Q). 
(iv) If p, X E JJ with TV > h, then c+,(p) > a,(h) and if 01 > p > cy&), 
01, B E Q c,@(p) E C, , and ~~(4 E CA , then there exists a chain homo- 
topy BOB connecting these two antiprojections such that for each u E NB 
there is a set WE X with sup(u) u sup(c,B(X)(o)) u sup(e,B(u)) 2 W. 
As before, we will call X the underlying space of S(X) and call 5’(X) a 
semi-complex structure on X. 
Henceforth the term semi-complex will be contracted to SC. 
Remark (1.2). In an SC, S(X), the existence of a cofinal family of 
covers of X by connected open sets forces X to be locally connected. 
Given an SC, S(X) = (X, 9,52, o,, , C}, we can perform the fol- 
lowing construction. For each h E Z(X), pick a refinement X’ E 9 and 
pick a cofinal subset Szi of (CX E Sz / 01 > a,,(X)) that has a designated 
coarsest element which we will call &(A). Let Sz’ be the function which 
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assigns to each X E Z(X) the set with the base point (~2; , a;(X)). Also, 
let C’ be the function assigning to each h E Z(X) the family of chain 
c, = {c$ E c, 1 01, p E ii?;>. 
Proposition (1.3). The triple S’(X) = {X, Q’, C’} is a WSC. 
The proof of Proposition (1.3) is trivial and is therefore omitted. 
Definition (1.4). If S(X) is an SC then any WSC, S’(X), constructed 
as above is said to be derived from 5’(X). 
We now consider the question of mappings between SC’s which 
respect the given structures. 
Definition (1.5). Suppose that S(X) = (X, $, ~‘2, (Y,, C> and 
S(Y) = {Y, 2, Y&l 2 D> are SC’s and that h : X -+ Y is a continuous 
map of spaces. h is called an SC-morphism from S(X) into S(Y) and 
written as h : S(X) -+ S(Y) if for each h E f and p E 2 there are covers 
X, = h,(h, p) E 3 and pi = pi(h, p) E JJ with X, > h and pi > p which have 
the following property. For any four covers 91, $J E Z(X) and x, w E Z(Y), 
four covers 01, B E 8, and y, 6 E Y can be picked successively so that 
6 = 6(~, OJ) is a common refinement of &,(pi) and w; /3 = p(S, Q!J) is a 
common refinement of a,,(&), h-l(6) and $; y = ,(S, x) is a common 
refinement of 6 and x; and u = ~l(j?, y, 9) is a common refinement of 
p, h-l(y) and v. Further, these are assumed to have the property that if 
hYE : C(N,) -+ C(N,) and h,fl : C(N,) + C(iV,) are chain maps induced 
by h, c,B E CA,, and dYs E Du,, then there exists a chain homotopy A 
connecting hva c,fl and dYs h,o such that for each u E No there is a set 
U E p with h(sup(a)) u sup(d(a)) C 72. 
Proposition (1.6). The collection, Y, of SC’s and SC-morphisms is 
a category. 
Proof. We must show that there is an associative composition of 
SC-morphisms and that each SC, S(X), has an SC-morphism into itself 
which is a left and right identity with respect to this composition. Since 
SC-morphisms are known a priori to be maps of the underlying spaces, 
we can use ordinary composition of maps as the required operation. 
Thus we must show that the identity map on a space is an SC-morphism 
of any SC into itself and that the composition of two SC-morphisms is 
an SC-morphism. 
Let 5’(X) = {X, cy, Q, LV”, C> E 9 and let 1, : X + X be the identity 
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map. Suppose h E 9 and pick A, E 9 such that A, is a star refinement of A. 
Let F, $, x, w E Z(X) and pick oi, p, y, 6 E Q such that 6 is a common 
refinement of a,,(&) and o; /3 is a common refinement of q,(h,), 1x1(6) = 6 
and $; y is a common refinement of p and x; and 01 is a common refine- 
ment of lx’(y) = y and QI. 
We now have 01 > y > /3 > 6 > q,(X,) and we note that the induced 
chain maps lsxs : C(N,) + C(N,) and I;,, : C(N,) + C(N,) are just 
rgB and rVa. By Definition (l.l), there exist chain homotopies d,,B and 
r,,fl connecting c,,8 1$6 = cVan8@ with c,o and c,,o with ny~c,o = l&,c,fl. 
Furthermore, for each o E NO there exist U and V E A, , with 
sup(a) u sup(d,“(o)) c u and sup(u) u sup(I’,D(cr)) C V. Now let 
d = d,B + ryB which is a chain homotopy connecting cV61& with 
l$+zolS and note that l,(sup(u)) u sup(d(o)) c sup(a) u sup (d,,@(u)) u 
SUP(~,~(U)) C 7-I u V, which is contained in some member of h since A, 
is a star refinement of A. Thus 1, : S’(X) + S(X) is an SC-morphism. 
Suppose S(X) = {X 9, Q, ao, C>, S(Y) = {Y, 8, Y PO, o> and 
S(Z) = (2, Z, @, y. , E) are SC’s and h : S(X) -+ S(Y) and 
g : S(Y) -+ S(Z) are SC-morphisms. Let h E 4 and v E 2” and pick a 
double star refinement v’ of v with v’ E ~7. Using the fact that g is an 
SC-morphism, let p r = pr(p, v’) E $ and vr = vr(p, v’) E 3? for some 
p E $ with p > g-‘(v’). N ow we use the fact that h is an SC-morphism 
to find A, = &(A, yr) E 9 and pa = pp(h, pr) E #. 
Suppose that v, # E Z(X) and x, o E Z(Z). Usingg as an SC-morphsim 
let 6 = 8(v’, w) E @ and let 0 = O(S, fio(p2)) E Y. Using h as an SC- 
morphism let E = E& , 0) E Y and let /3 = P(E, $) E 0. Using g as an 
SC-morphism let y = ~(6, x) E 0 and let 7 = q(O, y, 6) E Y. Using h 
as an SC-morphism pick 5 = [(E, 7) E Y and let a: = c(/3, v) E ~2. 
We now have 01 > B > ~~~(hr), 5 > 7 > E > 0 > ho and 
y > 6 > yo(vl) which allows us to construct the following diagram 
which is chain homotopy commutative. 
Note that one of the chain maps (gh): : C(iV,) -+ C(N,) induced by 
the composition of h and g is g,%reBh,B and that in a like manner we can 
take (gh); = g,,~n,,~hta. 
Since h is an SC-morphism there exists a chain homotopy A,6 such 
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that diChsB - hC4c,* = aA, + A,sa. Because S(Y) is an SC, there are 
chain homotopies I’VE and A,,& such that 
d,,e - r,,idy = cYT,,~ + I’,,9 and d,,erreE - d,,& = ad,,& + A,,% 
Precisely, dCC E Dpz and d,,e E Dpl , so rrncdrt - d,,E(,ua) E Dp2 and 
d:ngf - dn’(E-Ld E DY, . However, since dnf(pl) - d,&J with a chain 
homotopy BllE of suitably small support with respect to pr, we will 
suppress this distinction and write dnF. Since g is an SC-morphism there 
exists a chain homotopy Ays such that 
Let 
eyegee - gy”d,,e = aA,,B + A,ea. 
and check by direct computation that fly8( gh)f - (gh); c,o = aA - da. 
It only remains to verify that the chain homotopy A satisfies the required 
condition on the size of its supports. Let D E Nfl and note that ACE was 
chosen so that there is a set U’ E pi with h(sup(o)) u sup(Af(u)) C U’. 
Since pi > g-l(v’) there is a set U in V’ with g( U’) _C U. Hence 
(gh)(sup(a)) u sup( g?, n~,,rA~“(o)) C st U. Note that h,a(a) is a simplex in 
N, so that we have sets Vi and Vk in p, such that sup(h,o(u)) U 
sup(r,,“h,“(a)) C Vi and sup(h,B(o)) u sup(A,‘h,“(u)) C V;l . Since 
p, > g-‘(v’) there are sets Vi and V, in V’ with g(Vi) C Vi. 
Thus (gh)(sup(u)) u sup( g,“T,,“h,s(u)) C st Vi and (gh)(sup(u)) U 
sup(g,nAmEhpB(u)) C st Vz . Finally, since ,ir,&h/(u) is a simplex No , 
there is a set WE V’ with g(sup(rreEhBfl(u))) u sup(A,sn,EhEfl(u)) C IV. 
Hence (gh)(sup(u)) u sup(A,%rBzh/(u)) C IV. 
Combining the relations established above we see that (gh)(sup(u)) u 
sup(A(u)) C U u st Vi u st I’, u W which we will call S. Since 
U n st Vi n st V, n WI (gh)(sup(o)) # ,D we have S contained 
in the double star of U. Because V' was chosen as a double star refinement 
of V, S is contained in a single member of v. I 
Convention (1.7). All subcategories of 9 which we will consider are 
assumed to be full in the sense used in (22), p. 110. That is, the statement 
that y is a subcategory of Y implies that all SC-morphisms between 
SC’s in y are in r. 
2. Local Fixed Point Indices 
The Lefschetz number of a map f : X --t X may be thought of as 
a global fixed point index off. Under suitable conditions this concept 
can be localized to provide an index for maps on open subsets of X. 
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Definition (2.1). Let % be a category of spaces and maps such that 
for each X in %, H(X) is finitely generated. A local fixed point index i 
on V is a function assigning a rational number i(f, U) to each open sub- 
set U of a space X in % and map f from U, the closure of U, into X 
which is fixed point free on Bd U, the boundary of U. This function is 
assumed to satisfy the following four axioms. 
Lf 1 (homotopy). If X E 9?, U is an open subset of X, and ft , 
for 0 < t < 1, is a homotopy such that for each t, ft is a map from u 
into X which is fixed point free on Bd U, then i(f ,, , U) = i(f 1 , U). 
Lf 2 (additive). If X E %?, U is an open subset of X which contains 
mutually disjoint open subsets U, ,..., U, and f is a map from 
i7 into X which is fixed point free on i7 - uy==, Uj , then 
i(f, U) = CT=“=, i(f j Uj, Uj). Al so, if f is fixed point free on U, then 
i(f, U) = 0. 
Lf 3 (normalization). If X E %? and f is a map of X into X, then 
i(f, X) = L(f ), the Lefschetz number off. 
Lf 4 (commutative). If g : X + Y is a map of spaces in G?, V is 
an open subset of Y, f is a map of P into X, U = g-l(V) and gf is 
fixed point free on Bd V, then fg is fixed point free on Bd U and 
i(fg, U) = i(gf, V). 
Note that (Lf 4) includes the following special case. 
Lf 4’. Suppose that A is a subset of X with both A and X in V, 
that j : A --t X is the inclusion map, that U is an open subset of X, 
that f is a map of 0 into A and that f is fixed point free on Bd U. If 
f'=jf: &+Xandf”=fj:An U-+A,theni(f’, U)=i(f”,An U). 
Remark (2.2). If X is in a category V which admits a local fixed 
point index i, then Axioms (Lf 2) and (Lf 3) show that the Lefschetz 
fixed point theorem is valid for X. 
The general goal is to show that several useful categories admit a local 
fixed point index. If a space X is the underlying space of an SC, S(X), 
then the SC-structure can be used to define an index for maps from 
open subsets of X into X which behaves much like a local fixed point 
index. However, this process depends on the particular SC-structure 
used and the resulting index does not satisfy the full commutative axiom 
of Definition (2.1). This situation is precisely described in the following 
definition. 
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Definition (2.3). A local fixed point index i on a category, 
F, of SC’s and SC-morphisms is a function assigning a rational 
number i(f, U, S(X)) t o each map f, set U and SC S(X), where 
S(X) E F, U is an open subset of X and f is a map of 0 into X, which 
is fixed point free on Bd U. This function is assumed to satisfy the 
following four axioms. 
Lf 1 (homotopy). If S(X) E F, U is an open subset of X, and 
f, , for 0 < t < 1, is a homotopy such that for each t, ft is a map from u 
into X which is fixed point free on Bd U, then i(f ,, , U, S(X)) = 
i(f 1 , U, S(X)). 
Lf 2 (additive). If S(X) E F, U is an open subset of X which 
contains mutually disjoint open subsets U, ,..., U,, and f is a 
map from U into X which is fixed point free on O - (J,?i Uj , 
then i(f, U, S(X)) = xT==1 z(f / ~rj , Uj , S(X)). Also if f is fixed point 
free on a, then i(f, U, S(X)) = 0. 
Lf 3 (normalization). If S(X) E F and f is a map of X into X, 
then i(f, X, S(X)) = L(f), the Lefschetz number off. 
Lf 4 (commutative). If h : S(X) -+ S(Y) is an SC-morphism of 
SC’s S(X) and S(Y) in F, V is an open subset of Y, f is a map of v 
into X, U = h-l(V) and hf is fixed point free on Bd V, then fh is 
fixed point free on Bd U and i(fh, U, S(X)) = i(hf, V, S(Y)). 
The main result which Browder achieves in (7), Section 3, is the 
development of such a local fixed point index on the category Y of 
all SC’s and SC-morphisms. This particular index will be called the 
Browder index and will be denoted by i, . We will first establish some 
useful notation and then define the Browder index. 
Let X be a space and let 01 E Z(X). If U is an open subset of X then 
we will let N,(U) denote the nerve of the set {V E c 1 V C U>. If f is 
a map of D into X and ,6 E Z(X), then f-‘(P) is a cover of 0 by sets 
which are open in z. We will say that a cover N E Z(X) refines f -l(p) 
if each V E 01 which is a subset of U is also a subset of some member 
of f-‘(p). In this case, let faa : C(N,( U)) + C(N,) be a chain map 
induced by a vertex transformation of a: into /3 taking V E 01 into a set 
W in p where f (V) C W. A standard argument shows that any two such 
chain maps are chain homotopic with a chain homotopy, A, such that 
if u is a simplex in Na( U), then sup(o) u sup(A(a)) is contained in the 
star of some member of /3. 
Let qa : C(N,) + C(N,( U)) be the chain map taking any simplex 
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in N, which is not in N,(U) into zero and taking all other simplexes into 
themselves. 
Definition (2.4). Suppose S(X) = {X, 9, Q, in,, , C} E 9, U is an 
open subset of X and f is a map of 0 into X which is fixed point free 
on Bd U. Let h E 9 be so fine that if V intersects Bd U then for each x 
in st3V, the triple star of V, f(x) 6 st3V. Suppose that (Y, /I E s2 with 
01 > /3 > q,(h), 01 >f-‘(/3) and c,B E CA . Let 
where qun. , 4, , and f& are the components of qiy , c,B, and foa in dimen- 
sion n. 
Proposition (2.5). In the situation of Dejinition (2.4) the rational 
number &(f, U, S(X), A, a,B> is independent of the choice of the covers 
A, 01 and fl and of the particular chain maps faa and c,B which are used. 
Proofs of this proposition and of the following theorem may be 
found in (7), Section 3. In view of the independence noted above we 
will write i,(f) U, S(X)) for i,(f) U, S(X), A, 3, p). 
Theorem (2.6). The Browder index, i. , is a local fixed point 
index on any category F of SC’s and SC-morphisms. 
Remark (2.7). In general we are allowing an index i to take on 
non-integral values. However, in many important cases we will be 
considering SC’s where all antiprojections, c,B, map chains with integral 
coefficients into chains with integral coefficients. Since the chain maps 
faO and qa already have this property and the trace function involves 
only chains of this type, the Browder index will assume only integral 
values. 
It should be noted that there may be other local fixed point indices 
besides that of Browder on a category F of SC’s and SC-morphisms. 
None of the work in Subsection 3 uses any particular property of the 
Browder index so all results are stated in terms of an arbitrary index i. 
3. Equivalent Semi-Complexes 
If T is a category of SC’s and SC-morphisms let F’ be the category 
whose objects are all those spaces which underlie some SC in F and 
whose morphisms are all continuous maps between such spaces. We will 
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call this the underlying category of y and define a functor P from ? 
into J?’ which takes S(X) E F to X E y’ and h : S(X) -+ 5’(Y) to 
h : X -+ Y. Note that P is always surjective on the objects of y while 
it may or may not be injective. On the morphisms of y, P may fail to 
be either surjective or injective. 
The main goal is to find local fixed point indices on categories of spaces 
and maps. Since we know that there exist indices on categories of SC’s 
and SC-morphisms, we will investigate conditions under which such 
indices induce indices on the underlying categories. To this end we 
introduce an equivalence relation among SC’s, 
Definition (3.1). Two SC’s, S(X) and T(X), are equivalent (w) 
if the identity map 1, : X + X is an SC-morphism from S(X) into 
T(X). 
Proposition (3.2). - is an equivalence relation among all SC’s. 
Proof. Since the collection of all SC’s and SC-morphisms was 
shown to be a category in Proposition (1.5), it is clear that w is reflexive 
and transitive. We need only prove that m is symmetric. 
Assume that S(X) = {X, 9, Q, 01~) C} B T(X) = {X, 8, !I-‘, p,, , D}; 
i.e., if 1, : X -+ X is the identity map on X, then 1, : S(X) -+ T(X) 
is an SC-morphism. For convenience of notation, let I be the SC-mor- 
phism 1, : S(X) --f T(X) and let I’ be the map 1, : T(X) --t S(X), 
which we must show is an SC-morphism in order to prove that 
T(X) = S(X). 
If p E 3 and X E 9, pick p’ E 9 which refines p and is a double star 
refinement of h. Also pick h’ E y to refine IL’. Using1 as an SC-morphism, 
let h, = h,(h’, p’) E 9 and p1 = pr(h’, p’) E 4. Note that A, and p1 are 
both double star refinements of h. 
Let y, $, x, w E Z(X). We will successively pick covers 6’, p’, y’ and 01’, 
with a’, y’ E Q and /2’, 01’ E Y, such that I$‘& N &IA!‘. Using I as 
an SC-morphism, let 6 = S(p, ol,,(X,)) E Y. Let 6’ = S’(X, w) E Q be any 
common refinement of w and 8. Using I as an SC-morphism, let 
,8 = /3(S, 6’) E Q. Let /3’ = /3’(S’, tJ> E Y be any common refinement of /3 
and # and let y’ = ~‘(a’, x) E 52 be any common refinement of /3’ 
and x. Using I as an SC-morphism, pick y = ~(8, y’) E Y and pick 
LY = (/3, y, y) E B. Let U’ = a’(P’, y’, y) E Y be any common refinement 
of 01 and ‘p. 
We now have 01’ > y > /3’ > 6 > &,(pr) with OL’, y, p’, 6 E Y; 
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a! > y’ > p > 6’ > %#l) with a, y, /3, 6’ E Sz; and,1 combining these, 
01’ > 01 > y > y’ > j? > /3 > 6’ > 6. Also, since I and I’ are iden- 
tities as maps of spaces, I&’ = .rr,B, I,” = nY”, IL!’ = $1 and I:?’ = $. 
We have used I as an SC-morphism to pick our covers so that 
&=c,fl N d,,616fl. Some of the relevant chain maps are shown in the 
following diagram. 
All of the chain homotopies indicated in the following expression 
are known to exist by the axioms for the SC’s S(X) and T(X) or by the 
fact that I is an SC-morphism. 
Furthermore, each chain homotopy, di , in this expression has the 
property that, for each u E NPt , there exists a set Ui E 11’ with 
I’(sup(o)) u sup(d(o)) C st Ui . Let d be the sum of all of the above 
chain homotopies and note that, since the sets st Ui have a non-void 
intersection and t.~’ is a double star refinement of h’, there exists a set 
U E h with I’(sup(a)) u sup(d(a)) C U. Thus I’ is an SC-morphism: 1 
We first observe that a local fixed point index on a category Y of 
SC’s is independent, up to this equivalence, of the SC-structures used 
on spaces. 
Proposition (3.3). If i is a local jixed point index on a category F 
of SC’s and SC-morphisms which contains equivalent SC’s S(X) and T(X), 
then i(f, U, S(X)) = i(f, U, T(X)) for all maps f and sets U on which 
the index is defined. 
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Proof. Since S(X) w T(X) the identity map 1, : X + X is an SC- 
morphism 1, : S(X) + T(X). Let U be an open subset of X and suppose 
that f is a map of u into X which is fixed point free on Bd U. Now 
l;‘(U) = U, so by Axiom (Lf 4) of Definition (2.3), i(f, U, S(X) = 
i(f1, , U, S(X) = i(l,f, U, T(X)) = i(f, U, T(X)). I 
As the following proposition shows, equivalence also respects the 
existence of SC-morphisms in a category. 
Proposition (3.4). If S(X), T(X), S(Y) and T(Y) are in a category, 
F, of SC’s and SC-morphisms, with S(X) = T(X) and S(Y) w T(Y) 
and ;f f : S(X) 4 S(Y) is an SC-morphism, then f : T(X) + T(Y) is 
also and SC-morphism. 
Proof. Let 1, and 1, be the identity maps on X and Y which are 
SC-morphisms. For convenience of notation, let f’ = f : S(X) + S(Y) 
which is an SC-morphism and let f” = f : T(X) + T(Y). f” is clearly 
an SC-morphism since the diagram given below commutes and the 
composition of SC-morphisms is an SC-morphism. 
In view of the last proposition we can now introduce an equivalence 
relation on SC-morphisms as well as on SC’s. 
Definition (3.5). Let ,T be a category of SC’s and SC-morphisms 
which contains SC-morphisms f : S(X) - s(Y) and g : T(X)+ T(Y). 
Call ,f m g if and only if S(X) M T(X), S(Y) w T(Y) and f = g as 
maps from X into Y. Let [r] be the category containing as objects all 
equivalence classes, [S(X)], of SC ‘s inF and as morphisms all equivalence 
classes, [f], of SC-morphisms in T. Let Q be the functor from T into 
ET-1 which takes S(X) to [S(X)] and f to [f]. 
Note that [T] may still contain more objects and morphisms than the 
underlying category r’. If we let [P] be the functor from [y] into .T’ 
which takes [S(X)] to X and [f] to f then the following diagram is 
commutative. 
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Definition (3.6). A category y of SC’s and SC-morphisms is fully 
reducible if [P] from [r] into S’ is bijective on both objects and mor- 
phisms. 
The following characterization is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition (3.4) and the relevant definitions. 
Proposition (3.7). A category F of SC’s and SC-morphisms is fully 
reducible if and only if every map f : X -+ Yin r’ is also an SC-morphism 
between any SC-structures on X and Y which are in fl. 
Since we are assuming that any category of SC’s contains as morphisms 
all SC-morphisms between any of its objects, it is clear that a sub- 
category of a fully reducible category is itself fully reducible. 
The justification for the concept of a fully reducible category is 
embodied in the last result of this section which shows that in such a 
category we can, in effect, ignore the SC-structures and achieve a local 
fixed point index on the underlying spaces and maps. The proof of this 
proposition is obvious in light of Proposition (3.3). 
Proposition (3.8). Let i be a localfixedpoint index on a fully reducible 
category F of SC’s and SC-morphisms. If S(X) is in F, U is an open subset 
of X and f is a map of 0 into X which is fixed point free on Bd U, then let 
i(f, U) = i(f, U, S(X)). Th’ f zs uric ion, t i, is well-de$ned and is a local 
jixed point index on the underlying category, F, of spaces and maps. 
Examples of fully reducible categories will be given in Sections IV 
and V. It would be nice to add to these an example of a category of 
SC’s which is not fully reducible. Hower, no such category is known and, 
in fact, the following questions are still open. 
Problem (3.9). Find a pair of SC’s, S’(X) and S(Y), and a map 
f : X--f Y which is not an SC-morphism. 
Problem (3.10). Find two SC’s, S(X) and T(X), such that the identity 
map on X is not an SC-morphism from S(X) into T(X); i.e., find two 
non-equivalent SC’s. 
Note that different indices i, and i2 on a fully reducible category, y, 
of SC’s and SC-morphisms might induce different indices on .9-‘. The 
independence of SC-structures extends only to a single given index which 
may be under consideration. 
There are, of course, other ways to define indices on categories of 
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spaces and maps which do not arise from indices based on SC-structures 
on the spaces. Examples of these may be found in (5), p. 248, and in 
(10). This situation suggests the following question. 
Question (3.11). Is there a category % of spaces and maps on which 
two local fixed point indices, i and j, are defined and have different 
numerical values ? What is the situation if i and j are both assumed to 
be derived from indices on a category of SC’s and SC-morphisms ? 
IV. Ic* Spaces 
In this section we consider the question of finding examples of useful 
categories of semi-complexes and their semi-complex morphisms which 
are fully reducible. 
Subsection 1 is devoted to building up the necessary notation for the 
definition of lc* spaces. These are the same as the HLC* spaces that 
were defined by Lefschetz in (1.5), p. 122, which generalize-and in- 
clude-the compact metric ANR’s. Roughly stated, the Ic* spaces are 
those compact Hausdorff spaces which exhibit a very uniform type of 
local connectedness in all dimensions in the sense of Wilder [(28), 
p. 1761. We distinguish a class of the Ic* spaces that will be called 
standard and show that any metric Ic* space is in the category 9 of 
standard lc* spaces. 
Subsection 2 is used to establish a theorem for Ic* spaces which is 
analogous to the well-known result that two maps into an ANR which 
are close together are also homotopic. 
Using this as a basic tool, in Subsection 3 we show that any standard 
lc* space admits a semi-complex structure. Moreover, the category 2 of 
all semi-complexes whose underlying spaces are standard lc* spaces is 
a fully reducible category. Thus any local fixed point index on 9 defines 
a local fixed point index on 9. 
1. Homology Local Connectedness 
The properties of an lc* space X are given in terms of chain maps into 
the chain complexes of nerves of X. We will first establish some termi- 
nology to deal with these chain mappings. If (J is a simplex in K, then 
o will denote the closed subcomplex of K consisting of all faces of u. 
A subcomplex L of a complex K is called dense in K if it contains all of 
the vertices of K. 
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Definition (1 .l). Let L be a dense subcomplex of a complex K 
and let M be another complex. A chain map T : C(L) + C(M) which 
preserves the Kronecker index is called a partial chain realization of 
K on M. If L = K, then T will be called a full chain realization or, more 
simply, a chain realization. 
Definition (1.2). Let L be a dense subcomplex of a complex K and 
suppose that X is a space with C+ p E Z(X). A partial chain realization 
T : C(L) --t C(N,) of K on N, has mesh less than p (m(r) <p) if, for 
each simple a E K, there exists U E p such that each chain in 
T(c(6 n L)) iS On u. 
The basic type of space with which we are concerned in this chapter 
can now be described. 
Definition (1.3). A space X is an lc* space if for every pair 
01, p E Z(X) there exist 01* = 01*(01, p) > 01, p and p* = p*(p) > p 
in Z(X) such that if K is any complex, 8 E Z(X) refines 01* and 7’ is 
a partial chain realization of K on NO with m(T’) < p*, then there is 
a full chain realization, 7, of K on Nsv, which extends 7’ and such that 
m(T) < p. 7 can be taken as extending 7’ by considering ND as a sub- 
complex of Nsv, , which makes C(N,) a chain subcomplex of C(N,,,). 
Remark (1.4). The lc* spaces are the same as the HLC* spaces 
defined by Lefschetz in (24, p. 122, and investigated by Begle in (I). 
They include the class of compact metric ANR’s [(21), p. 122, and (19)] 
and the compact generalized manifolds of Wilder [(28), p. 244-j. These 
latter include the compact cohomology manifolds over the rational 
numbers which Bore1 considers in (3). The compact generalized mani- 
folds are seen to be lc* spaces since they are finite-dimensional and 
locally connected in all dimensions in the sense of augmented rational 
Tech cycles. 
We saw in Section II that a uniform type of weak local connectedness 
is a necessary condition for the existence of a WSC-and hence an SC- 
structure on a space. We will show below that the lc* property is a 
sufficient condition for the existence of an SC-structure. In view of this 
it is worthwhile to show that the lc* property is simply a particularly 
uniform type of local connectedness in all dimensions. 
Definition (1.5). A space X is locally n-connected in the sense of 
Tech homology (n-lc) if, for each x E X and each open neighborhood 
U of x, there is an open set I’ with x E V C U such that the inclusion 
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induced homomorphism i, : gn( Y) -+ ii,< U) is the zero homomor- 
phism. 
The proof of the following proposition uses exactly the same 
techniques that appeared in the proof of the analogous Proposition (II, 
2.3) for n-wlc and is therefore omitted. 
Proposition (1.6). A space X is n-k if and only if the following 
condition holds. For each x E X and each open neighborhood u’ of x there 
is an open set v’ with x E V’ C u’ such that every n-dimensional rational 
augmented tech cycle on v’ bounds on u’. 
Wilder, in (28) p. 176, takes the condition given in Proposition (1.6) 
as a definition of n-lc and gives a proof, based on that definition, of 
Proposition (1.8). Before stating this proposition we must give one more 
definition. 
Definition (1.7). A space X is Icn if it is r-lc for all r < n. 
Proposition (1.8). A space X is lc” if and only if for every pair of 
covers 01, p E Z(X), there exist covers E$ = &(a, p) > 01, p and 
& = P&L) > p such that if K is any complex of dimension < n + 1, 
/3 E Z(X) with /3 > CY,~ and T’ is a partial chain realization of K on N, 
with m(T’) < ~2 , then there is a full chain realization r of K on Nsu, 
which extends T’ and has m(7) < II. 
Clearly any lc* space is lc” for all n and conversely, any space of 
covering dimension n which is 1~ is also lc*. 
The theory developed above parallels the corresponding properties 
for the local connectedness in the sense of homotopy which defines 
n-LC, LC” and LC* properties [see (21) or (16)]. The LC* spaces have 
been shown by Lefschetz in (21) to coincide with the compact metric 
ANR’s. Lefschetz has also characterized the lc* spaces in (19) in terms 
of retraction properties of their chain complexes which are analogous 
to those which ANR’s possess as spaces. 
Our change in notation from HLC* to lc* is prompted by the gain 
in consistency in referring to all of the homology properties (n-lc, 
lcn, lc*) with lower-case letters and all of the homotopy properties 
(n-LC, LC”, LC*) with upper-case letters. 
In the work we do with lc* spaces it will often be essential to know 
that the functions 01* and p* given in Definition (1.3) preserve order 
and that there is a uniform method of picking star refinements of open 
covers of spaces, 
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Definition (1.9). An lc* space X is standard if, using the notation 
of Definition (1.3), the following conditions hold. 
(i) Each 01 E Z(X) can be assigned a double star refinement 01’ 
in a uniform fashion so that if 01~ > a,, then CZ~ > ai . 
(ii) If p1 > p,, then &+ > t.Q . 
(iii) If p, 01~ , 01~ E Z(X), p’ is taken as in (i), q > p’ and 01~ > 01~ 
then &a1 , P) > d(~ , P). 
(iv) If 01, p E Z(X), (Y > t.~’ and T is as in Definition (1.3) then not 
only is m(7) < TV but m(nf”“~) < p. 
When working with a standard lc* space we will always assume that 
star refinements are picked as in (i) of the above definition. This will 
hold whether or not the notation (‘) is used. 
The restrictions imposed on an lc* space in Definition (1.9) are not 
as restrictive as they appear. The following proposition and its corollary 
show that we may at least regard all metric lc* spaces as being standard. 
Proposition (1.10). If an lc* space X has a cojinal subset 2 of Z(X) 
which is well ordered in the natural order induced from Z(X) then X is a 
standard lc* space. 
Proof. We will adopt the notation of Definition (1.3) for the given 
lc* structure on X. This, of course, may not be standard. However, we 
will construct two new functions a!** and p** which will give X a 
standard lc* structure. 
Suppose 01 E Z(X) and let 
where we recall that f f indicates a double star refinement. 
Note that S, # 0 and that if y > /3 and /3 E S, then y E S, . 
Thus, since Z’ is cofinal in Z(X) and well-ordered, there exists 
01’ = min{/3 E Z(X) 1 j3 E 5, n Z’}. If 01~ > q, then &, C &, so that 
a; > & . Thus Property (i) of Definition (1.9) is established. 
Let p E Z(X) and say that a cover v E Z(X) has property p(p) 
if, for every cover 01 and partial chain realization T’ with m(T’) < v 
of a complex K on NB where p > OL*(O~, p’), there exists an extension 
T : C(K) -+ C(N,,,) with m(T) < p’. Let R, = {v E Z(X) 1 v has 
property p(p)}. Note that p*(p’) E R, so R, f m and that if v E R, and 
h > v then h E R, . Thus, we can set p** = min{v E Z(X) 1 v E R, n Z’), 
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and observe that if pi > p0 then RF1 _C Rue so that &* > &*. This 
establishes Property (ii) of Definition (1.9). 
Let 01, p E Z(X) and say that /3 E Z(X) has property q((~, p) if every 
partial chain realization T’, with m(~‘) < p**, of a complex K on N, , 
where y > p, has an extension T : C(K) + C(N,,,,) with m(7) < p’. 
Let T,, = {/I E Z(X) 1 p has property ~(cY, p)}. Note that 01*(01, CL’) E T,, and 
that if p E T,, and y > /3, then y E T,,. Let 01** = min{/3 / /I E T,, n Z’} 
and observe that if 01~ > a0 and ai > p’, then Tel, C Tao, so that 
** 
% > Q*. Hence Property (iii) is established. 
Suppose 01, p E Z(X), 01 > p’ and 7’ is a partial chain realization of 
mesh less than p* * of K on N, where ,& > ~**(a, p). By the manner 
in which 01** and p** were chosen, there exists an extension 
7 : C(K) -+ C(N,,,) of mesh less than st p’. Since 01 > st p’ and st CL’ 
is itself a star refinement of p, we see that m(?~f”“T) < p. This establishes 
Property (iv) and completes the proof of Proposition (1. IO). I 
Using the Lebesque covering lemma [(15), p. 381, it is easy to see 
that a metric space has a set Z’ of the type described in Proposition (1.10). 
We thus have the following important result. 
Corollary (1 .ll). A metric lc* space is a standard Ic* space. 
It would be nice to characterize those Ic* spaces which are standard 
in terms of convenient topological properties. However, this seems to be 
quite difficult. The author knows of no Ic* space which is not standard 
or which, in fact, does not satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition (1.10). 
This raises the following question. 
Question (1.12). Is there a non-standard lc* space ? 
Remark (1.13). In attempting a general inductive construction 
of a well ordered subset, Z’, of E(X) f or a space X which is not assumed 
to be a metric, a difficulty occurs. If the chain could be indexed by the 
ordinal W, the space X would satisfy the second axiom of countability 
and would, therefore, be metric. Thus the induction must pass limit 
ordinals and this is quite troublesome. One approach to this is to consider 
generalized metric functions into ordered groups rather than into the 
real numbers. Since the only spaces considered here are compact 
Hausdorff, they are uniform [see (17), Chapter 61. Hence the results 
in (8) which characterize this general type of metrizability may be 
applied. However, this characterization is in terms of neighborhood 
systems whose construction seems to be as difficult as the original 
problem. Thus the argument that a non-metric Ic* space is standard 
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-with or without the aid of Proposition (1 .lO)-apparently must utilize 
special properties known about that particular space. 
Even if we restrict our attention to metric lc* spaces we still have a 
useful class of spaces which is significantly larger than the class of 
ANR’s. There are examples given in (28), p. 244, and (9), p. 28, which 
are finite-dimensional compact metric lc* spaces but are not ANR’s. 
2. Chain Homotopic Chain Realizations 
Although the analogy between lc* spaces and ANR’s suggests many 
theorems which might hold for lc* spaces, it seems that almost nothing 
has been established about this class of spaces. Thus we must digress 
from our course for long enough to develop a basic theorem which will 
be the main tool used in Subsection 3. 
It is well known [(14), p. 3951 that if X is an ANR with metric p and Y 
is any space, then for every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if f0 
and fi are maps of Y into X with ~(f,,(y), fi(y)) < 6 for all y E Y, then 
there exists a homotopy fi , for 0 < t < 1, connecting f,, and fi such 
that for each y E Y the diameter of the set of all points f I(y) for 0 < t < 1 
is less than E. 
We will establish a corresponding result for chain realizations onto 
the nerves of lc* spaces. Before doing this we must outline a construction 
technique which we will need subsequently. 
Construction (2.1). Let K be any complex oriented by an ordering 
of its vertices Us ,..., uI), . Define a new complex K x I with vertices 
vts where z = O,..., n and E = 0 or 1. Partially order these vertices by 
zlic < vjp if and only if i < j and E < 6. A set 1 vz . . . v$ 1 of 4 + 1 
distinct vertices is defined to be a q-simplex of K x I if it is linearly 
ordered and if the set {vi0 ,..., v$#} spans a simplex of K. We can orient 
K x 1 by orienting each simplex by the order of its vertices. Let K x 0 
and K x 1 be the subcomplexes of K x I spanned by {via}, i = O,..., n 
and {vil}, i = O,..., n respectively. Note that K x 0 and K x 1 
are isomorphic to K and that L = K x 0 u K x 1 is dense 
in K x I. If 0 = 1 vi, . . . vi, / G K then 0 x 0 will denote the 
simplex 1 vl . . . vb 1 E K x 0 and similarly for 0 x 1. 
Definition (2.2). Let 01, p E Z(X) for a space X and let 
T, p : C(K) + C(N,) be chain realizations of a complex K on N, . 
7 and p are called p-close if for every simplex u E K there exists U E p 
such that each chain in TC((T) or PC(S) is on U. 
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Definition (2.3). Let 7, p : C(K) -+ C(N,) be chain realizations of a 
complex K on N, where 01 E Z(X) for a space X and let d : C(K) + C(N,) 
be a chain homotopy connecting T and p. If p E Z(X) then d is of mesh 
less than p (m(d) < I*) if f or each simplex u E K there exists U E p 
such that each chain in ~(C(G)) is on U. 
Theorem (2.4). If X is an Ic* space and 01, p E C(X) then there 
exist covers 6 = $01, p) > a, p and ji = p(p) > p in Z(X) with the 
following property. If r, p : C(K) + C(N,) are ,&close chain realizations 
of a complex K on NB where p > &, then there exists a chain homotopy 
rl : C(K) -+ C(N,,,) with m(A) < p which connects T and p. 
Proof. Let 01, U E Z(X). Pick a star refinement pi of p and let 
,Y = &pi) and 6~ = 01*(01, pi) where &(pi) and 01*(01, pi) are as in 
Definition (1.3). 
Let K be a complex and suppose 7 and p are $lose chain realizations 
of K on N, where p > iu. Form K x I and L as in Construction (2.1) 
and define y’ : C(L) --z C(N,) by linear extension of ~‘(0 x 0) = T(G) 
and p)‘(a x 1) = p(a) f or u E K. 9’ is clearly a partial chain realization 
of K x I on NB . Let u = 1 ~2 . . . vz; 1 E K x I and suppose that o’ 
is the simplex of K spanned by v!~ ,..., vi* . Note that every chain in 
~‘(C(O n L)) is the sum of chains m $a’) with chains in p(u’). Thus, 
since 7 and p are j&close, we see that m(y’) < ,E. By the selection of E 
and ,G there exists a chain map v : C(K x I) + C(N,,,) which extends 
v’ and has m(p)) < pi . 
The required chain homotopy d = C,“=-, d, is defined by linear 
extension of the following definition on the generators of C(K). Let 
UQ = 1 .vrO . . . vi, ) E K and set A,(&) = CT=;, (- l>i g, 1 vd . . . vyj vii . . . vi0 I. 
In addition, let d-i be the zero-homomorphism. A routine argument, 
using the fact that pi 3 p, shows that m(o) < p. 
It is left to show that p - T = A,-, 8 + arl, for 4 3 0. We will check 
this on the generators of C(K). First, in dimension zero, let v be a 
vertex of K. 
A-, a(v) + aA, = 0 + ay/ vOd 1 = $1 v”vl 1 = qJ(v’) - qJ(v”) = o(v) - T(V). 
Now suppose that q > 0 and up = j vi, . . . vi, 1 E K. To simplify the 
notation write uQ = 1 v. . . . vq I and indicate the omission of a symbol 
from an expression by capping it with “. 
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This shows that A is a chain homotopy and completes the proof of 
Theorem (2.4). I 
When working with standard lc* spaces we will need to know that 
the functions Al and p given in Theorem (2.4) satisfy conditions similar 
to those which the standard Ic* structure asserts for the functions 01* 
and p* of Definition (1.9). The proof of Theorem (2.4) constructs cl 
and ,% in terms of 01* and CL* and it is clear from that construction that 
we have the following corollary. 
Corollary (2.5). If X is a standard lc* space then the covers CU. and p 
can be picked as follows. 
(9 If vl > PO then E-L1 > PO - 
(ii) If p, a, u. E z(X), 01~ > p’ and 01~ > 01~ then ~~(a~, P) > cYo(olo , P). 
(iii) If (Y. > p’ and 7, p and A are as in Theorem (2.4), then nt”-A 
is a chain homotopy with m(A) < p which connects rrfuap and rrE”-r. 
When working in the class of standard lc* spaces we will always 
assume that & and ,I% are picked in this fashion. 
3. Standard Ic* Spaces and Semi-Complexes 
Let 3 be the category of standard lc* spaces and maps. These are 
particularly well suited to the construction of SC-structures. 
Proposition (3.1). If Xis a space in 9, then there exists an SC-structure 
on X. 
Proof. We will use the notation of Definition (1.9) and Theorem (2.4) 
and will assume that the functions 6~ and ,Q of Theorem (2.4) satisfy the 
conditions of Corollary (2.5). 
Let 3 be the set of all covers in Z(X) which are composed of con- 
nected sets. Let h E 3 and set A, = X(h’), A, = h*(h;) and a,(h) = hi . 
Let Q = {p E Z(X) 1 p > a,(h) f or some X E 3}. We now have a function 
01~ from 3 into Q such that a,(h) > X for each h E 3. 
Suppose h E 3 and 01, /I E Sz with LY. > /I > a,(h). Let 13( = $a, A’) 
and let E* = E*(&, Xi). When it is necessary to indicate the dependence 
of a! on h as well as on 01, we will shorten the notation ~(a, A’) to the more 
manageable form G(X). If L, is the dense subcomplex of NB con- 
sisting of its vertices then we can define a partial chain realization 
T’ : C(L,) + C(N,,) by assigning to each vertex U E /3 a set V E G* 
such that U n I’ # .B. From the manner in which the covers have been 
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picked it is clear that m(~‘) < X, . Thus there exists T : C(B,) + C(N,,,,) 
which extends T’ and is such that m(#~“%) < hi . Let ?$(A) = $"'T 
and let c,e(h) = ~,Vz~(X) which is of mesh less than St(&). Let C,B(h) 
be the set of all maps c,s(h) which can be selected as above and let C 
be the function which assigns to each X E 9 the set of chain maps 
C, = {c,B(h) E CaB(X) 1 01 > 18 > o+,(h)). We will refer to members of 
C, as c,B when it is not necessary to indicate the dependence on h. Note 
that each c,B preserves the Kronecker index. We will now show that 
S(X) = {X, Y,52, (Ye , C> satisfies the four axioms of Definition (III, 1.1) 
of an SC. 
Suppose that oi > fl > y > q,(X), c,@ E C, and c,y E C, . By our con- 
struction Q, ZEYrrYB : C(N,) -+ C(N,) are X,-close. By Theorem (2.4) and 
Definition (1.9) there exists a chain homotopy dg,, : C(N,) -+ C(N,,,) 
such that d,B = 7r%“U&,, has mesh less than h’ and connects 
c 8 = r,“Q and c,yrY” = rr,%$y~,B. Since X’ is a double star refinement 
0: h, a routine check shows that if (T E NB , there exists U E h such that 
(sup(o)) U (sup cz(u)) u (sup d,O(a)) C U. Thus Axiom (i) is established. 
Axiom (ii) for an SC is verified by a similar argument, using, in 
addition, Property (ii) from Definition (1.9) of standard lc* spaces. 
Let CII > q,(h) and let c,” = rrUEQ E C,, . Since c,~c,~ = ~,~&v,~, and 
the chain maps FEi”, @c,~ : C(N,) --f C(N,) are X,-close, it follows 
that c,” and c,o%,” are chain homotopic. Hence c:, : H(N,) --f H(N,) 
is idempotent. Note that the image of H(N,) under c:, consists of 
exactly those elements, x E H(N,), such that c:,(x) = x. Suppose 
[4a)l E fwJ = Pa(wa with [z(o1)] = p,({[z(h)]}). We see that 
FE~~TT,z and lCINE) : C(N,) + C(N,) are hi-close. Hence c,%~@ = n,VE%TT,B 
and nT,b = ~,~l~o,,~) are chain homotopic and [z(a)] = [7ru%(G)] = 
[cx”%“~(q = c:*([~,~~(~)l) = C*([z(a)l>. 
Conversely, suppose that [z(z)] E cz.+(H(N,)) so that cE*([z(a)]) = 
[z(a)]. If p > 01 with p E Z(X), then let [z(p)] = [~~“,$a)]. Note that if 
y > fl > 01 then T&([z(~)]) = [r,~c,%(a)] = c,~z(o~)] = [z(/3)]. Thus 
+4-41~ with P > 01 is an element in the inverse limit of {H(NJ, rr} over 
the cofinal directed set of covers in Z(X) which refine a. This can be 
extended to an element x = {[x(p)]} in H(X) over the whole directed 
set Z(X). Hence [z(a)] is a member of H’(N,) since p,(x) = [.z(o1)]. 
Therefore H’(N,) = c:,(H(N,)) and Axiom (iii) is verified. 
If p, h E 9 with p > h then, since (Y,, is a composition of order-pre- 
serving functions, 4~) > c&). Suppose 01 1 B > c&), 01) rS E Q, 
co,O(p) E C, and c=B(X) E C, . Now E(X) > 01 > p > c&-L) so there exists 
a chain map 4~~) E C, . We have c,“(h) = rrz(A)~$A)(h) and can easily 
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check that &(h) and c&,&u) are h,-close. Thus c,o(h) and n~(~)c&,)(~) 
are connected by a chain homotopy of mesh less than h’. Also, by 
Axiom (ii) above, ca+) and n, ‘(“)c&~)(P) are connected by a chain homo- 
topy of mesh less than p’-and therefore less than h’. Combining these 
two results, we see that c,B(h) and coIs(p) are connected by a 
chain homotopy, e,fl, such that for each u E NB there is a set WE h with 
sup(a) u sup(c,4(h)(a)) u sup(Ba”(u) C W. This verifies Axiom (iv) and 
completes the proof that (X, 9, &?, 01,, C> is an SC. I 
The following corollary, which was previously known only in the 
finite-dimensional case [(28), p. 1801, is an immediate consequence of 
Propositions (3.1) and (II, 2.1) and Remark (III, 1.3). 
Corollary (3.2). If X is a standard lc* space, then there is a 
cover cy. E Z(X) such that H(X) is isomorphic under projection to a sub- 
group of WV,). 
Remark (3.3). Corollary (3.2) h s ows, in particular, that a compact 
metric space which is an Ic* space has a finitely generated homology 
group. Thus Borsuk’s example in (4) of a compact metric space which 
is locally contractible and has infinitely generated homology is not an lc* 
space. This shows that, in the category of compact metric spaces, local 
contractibility is not a sufficient condition for the Ic* property. The 
corresponding question for uniformly locally contractible (ULC) 
spaces [see (24) and (27)] is still open. The following weaker question 
is also unsolved. 
Question (3.4). Does every compact ULC space admit an SC- 
structure ? 
Definition (3.5). We will call an SC of the type constructed in 
the proof of Proposition (3.1) a preferred SC-structure on X. 
Proposition (3.6). If h : Y --t X is a map with X E 2 and ;f S(X), 
S(Y) E 9’ with S(X) being a preferred SC, then h : S(Y) -+ S(X) is 
and SC-morphism. 
Proof. Let S(Y) = (Y, 3, ‘Y, & , O} and let 5’(X) = (X, 9, Sz, 01~ , C} 
be the preferred SC constructed in the proof of Proposition (3.1). 
If p E 9 and h E 9, let p1 = pr(p, h) E $ be any common refinement 
of h-l(h;) and p, and set h,(h, p) = X. Suppose y, 4 E Z(Y) and 
x, w E Z(X). Let S = 6(;1, w) E 9 be any common refinement of a,(h) 
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andwandletfl = p(&#)E!?‘b e an y common refinement of&&r), h-l(6) 
and #. Let y = ~(6, x) E Q be any common refinement of 6 and x and 
let 01 = o@, y, y) E Y be any common refinement of /?, h-l(r) and v. 
Recall that 7 = ‘y(y, h’) is the particular refinement of y which was 
selected in the construction of S(X) given in the proof of Proposition (3.1) 
Since 7 > y, we see that 01 > h-i(r) so that h induces 
h,,a = VT,T~,~ : C(N,) -+ C(N,,) and h,$ : C(N,) -+ C(N,). Let dmO E DU, , 
let c,~ = rr,,vEV8 E C, and note that hvold,* and Fv8h,B are h,-close. Thus 
there is a chain homotopy A with m(A) < h’ connecting hyty”d,B = r,,~hTLydoLB 
and c ah/ = r,,y&ah/ and, for each (T E NO there exists U E st(X’) with 
sup(A10)) Z U. By Axiom (i) for S(Y) there is a set I’ E h-l(&) 
such that sup(u) u sup(d,B(a)) C I’. Thus there is a set W E h, , with 
h(sup(o)) u sup(hyadolS(u)) u sup(c,6h,B(o)) C IV. Since sup(h,,PdOLB(u)) u 
sup(c,,“h/(u)) c sup(A(u)), W C st U and we see that h(sup(u)) U 
sup(A(o)) C st U. Th is, in turn, is contained in some member of X 
since X’ 3 5 X. Hence h is shown to be an SC-morphism. I 
We can now state the main result of this section which, together with 
Proposition (III, 3.9, h s ows that any local fixed point index (e.g., the 
Browder index) on Y induces an index on 9. 
Theorem (3.7). 8, the category of all SC-structures on spaces in 9, 
is a fully reducible category of SC’s and SC-morphisms. 
Proof. By Proposition (III, 3.7) it is sufficient to show that if 
X,YEZ, f:X-+Y is a map and S’(X), S(Y) E yi, then 
f : S(X) -+ S(Y) is an SC-morphism. Let T(Y) E 8 be a preferred 
SC and note that by Proposition (3.6), f' = f : S’(X) + T(Y) and 
1, : S(Y) -+ T(Y) are SC-morphisms. Hence 1; = 1, : T(Y) + S(Y) 
is an SC-morphism and, since the diagram below commutes, 
f : S(X) + S(Y) is an SC-morphism. 
Remark (3.8). Since the category 9s of all ANR’s is a subcategory 
of 2, Theorem (3.7) shows that the Browder index i,, restricted to 2,, 
(the SC’s whose underlying spaces are in yO) induces an index i,, on 
9s . It is not clear from the construction of the preferred SC’s in Pro- 
position (3.1) whether the antiprojections c,B map chains with integral 
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coefficients into chains with integral coefficients. However, Browder 
showed in (7), Section 1, that, if X E ZO , then an SC, T(X), can be 
constructed where the antiprojections are simplicial approximations 
of continuous mappings and hence do preserve integral chains. As we 
noted in Remark (III, 2.7), this implies that his index will assume only 
integral values. Since P-and hence 9s -is fully reducible, we see that, 
no matter what SC’s are used in its calculation, the Browder index on 
9s will assume only integral values. This, of course, gives no information 
about spaces in 9 which are not ANR’s. 
V. Fully Reducible Categories of Semi-Complexes 
The main goal of Subsection 1 is the development of a particular 
fully reducible category of semi-complexes. We first define simple semi- 
complexes and note that any of their derived weak semi-complexes are 
simple in the meaning of Section II. Next, it is shown that if we consider 
all semi-complexes which are equivalent to some simple semi-complex, 
we obtain a fully reducible category $ which is maximal in the sense 
that any category of semi-complexes which contains g8 and has the same 
underlying category is in fact equal to S$ . Subsection 1 closes with 
examples which show that all polyhedra, as well as some other spaces, 
admit simple semi-complex structures. 
In Section III, functors P and [P] were introduced from 9’ and [Y] 
into 9’ which assign to semi-complexes and classes of semi-complexes 
their underlying spaces. Subsections 2 and 3 of the present section are 
devoted to a reinterpretation of many of our earlier results as statements 
about these two functors. In particular, minimal fully reducible sub- 
categories of Y are shown to coincide with sections for P over sub- 
categories of Sp’, i.e., functors S such that S followed by P is the identity 
functor. Similarly, maximal fully reducible subcategories of Y coincide 
with sections for [PI. 
In Subsection 2 we use sections for P to give a functorial interpretation 
of the manner in which the Browder local fixed point index on a minimal 
fully reducible category induces a local index on the underlying category 
of spaces. 
It is shown in Subsection 3 that some of the difficulty of defining sec- 
tions for P is overcome in looking for sections of [PI. In fact, we show 
that the results of Subsection 1 define a simple section of [P] over 9; 
and that the results of Section IV define a unique section of [P] over 
the category of standard lc* spaces. 
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1. Simple Semi- Complexes 
In Section II we considered a special type of WSC which we called 
simple. The corresponding property for SC’s is defined below. 
Definition (1 .I). An SC, S(X) = {X, 9, Sz, iy,, , C}, is called simple 
if in addition to Axioms (i)-(iv) of Definition (III, 1.1) it satisfies the 
following condition. 
(u) If h E 9 and caa E C, then there exists a chain homotopy Agia 
connecting c,~ and l,.-tN ) : C(N,) -+ C(N,) such that for each 0 E N, 
there is a set U E h withesup u SUP(,~(O)) u SU~(.~,~(U)) C U. 
By our usual alphabetical convention we will refer to simple SC’s 
as SSC’s. 
Remark (1.2). It is clear that any WSC derived from an SSC [see 
Definition (IV, 1.4)] is an SWSC. 
Remark (1.3). We can now summarize the relations which exist 
between the various structures we have considered. SWSC’s and SSC’s 
are special types of WSC’s and SC’S, while SWSC’s and WSC’s may be 
derived from SSC’s and SC’S. Theorem (II, 4.4) showed that a space is 
a quasi-complex (QC) if and only if it admits an SWSC structure. If 
the arrows are interpreted in this sense, then the following diagram 
provides a useful picture of the theory which has been developed. 
wsc 
j Yc QC - SWSC 
\J 
ssc 
It would now be possible to consider the category 9, of all SSC’s 
and SC-morphisms. However, we have established an equivalence 
relation on the category Y of all SC’s which can be used to advantage 
at this point. Let p8 be the category whose objects are all SC’s which 
are equivalent to some SSC and whose morphisms are all SC-morphisms 
of its objects. 
In Section IV we showed that 2, the category of all SC-structures on 
standard lc* spaces, is fully reducible. The proof of this depended 
heavily upon particular properties of the underlying lc* spaces. The 
situation is improved in the case of SSC’s which are a strong enough type 
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of structure to make pR fully reducible without any appeal to the under- 
lying spaces. 
Proposition (1.4). SF8 is a fully reducible category. 
Proof. In view of Propositions (III, 3.4) and (III, 3.7) we need only 
show that if S(X) = {X, 9, $2, N,, , C> and S(Y) = {Y, 2, y, p,, , D} 
are SSC’s and h : X + Y is a map, then h : S(X) + S(Y) is an SC- 
morphism. 
Suppose X E 9 and p E #. Let pi = pi(h, p) E 2 be any double star 
refinement of TV and let h, = X,(X, , p) E 9 be any common refinement of 
h-l(p) and X. Suppose that y, # E Z(X) and X, w E Z( Y). Let 6 = a(~, W) E Y 
be a common refinement of &(y,) and w. Let /3 = p(S, #) E Q be a 
common refinement of ol,(h,), h-l(6) and $. Let y = ~(6, x) E Y be a 
common refinement of 6 and x. Finally, let cy = c@, y, v) E 9 be a 
common refinement of /3, h-l(y) and v. 
These covers have been picked so that h induces the simplicial maps 
h,a, hsa, and hs4, which are shown in the following diagram. 
A routine argument shows that hs%rBa - ham - rr8Yhya with chain 
homotopies which have small support with respect to the cover pi . 
Thus dy6h&r,+,o - d ,,%6Yh,,tic,B and, using Axioms (i)-(v) for SSC’s, 
d ahSB Y - d Sh,“c,B Y - d Gh,“n,ac 6 - Y a dY%r6yhyac,B - d,,Yh,,Oic 4 - hYac,B. All ol 
of these chain homotopies are known to have small supports in terms 
of the cover p1 so a chain homotopy d can be formed from them which 
connects dYSh,B and hYmcmB such that for every u E N@ there is a set U E p 
with h(sup(o)) u sup(d(a)) 2 U. Thus h is an SC-morphism as 
required. I 
Remark (1.5). It should be noted that being equivalent to an SSC is 
not as strong a condition on an SC as Proposition (1.4) might seem to indic- 
ate. Suppose that S(X) = {X, 9, !2,01,, , C} w T(X) = {X, f, Y, PO, D} 
and that S(X) is an SSC. Since it is quite possible that 52 and Y may have 
no members in common, it is impossible to use the facts that 1, is an SC- 
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morphism and that all caa E C, are chain homotopic to the identity to 
conclude that a similar condition is true about any of the antiprojections 
$6 E 0, . In other words, S(X) may pick out only well-behaved nerves 
of X and T(X) may pick out only ill-behaved nerves but still do this 
consistantly enough to be equivalent to 5’(X). Thus, T(X) might have 
no derived WSC which is an SWSC. 
We will now give some examples of spaces which admit SSC structures. 
The most natural examples are polyhedra which provide the basic model 
for the existence of antiprojections. 
Recall that if F is a subcategory of Y then 7 is the category of 
underlying spaces and maps. 
Proposition (1.6). The category B of all jkite polyhedra and their 
maps is a subcategory of gg’. 
Proof. If we shown that each polyhedron admits an SSC-structure, 
then Proposition (1.4) shows that any maps between polyhedra are 
also SC-morphisms between these structures and hence that B is a 
subcategory of p8’ . 
Let P be a polyhedron and suppose that K is a complex which is a 
triangulation of P. Let 3 be the set of all covers in Z(P) which are 
composed of connected sets and let Sz = (01~) a2, 01a, . ..} where 01~ is 
the set of open stars of vertices in the ith barycentric subdivision of K. 
If h E 3 we define a,(h) to be the coarsest cover ai E Q which is a star 
refinement of h. Suppose oli , olj E Sz with oli > aj > a,(X). In this case 
i > j, Nai is the ith barycentric subdivision K(i) of K and Na, is the 
jth barycentric subdivision K (i) of K. We will take all (i-j)-fold chain 
derivations from C(K’j)) into C(Kti)) as the antiprojections c:; E C, . 
A routine argument from simplicial homology theory [(20), Section 3.51 
now shows that S(X) = {P, 3, Q, 01~ , C} satisfies Axioms (i)-(v) for 
an SSC. I 
There are also non-polyhedral spaces which admit SSC-structures. 
Let the Hilbert cube I”, which is an infinite dimensional absolute retract 
(AR), be defined as the product of all intervals of real numbers 
I, = [0, l/n] for n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Proposition (1.7). 1~ admits an SSC-structure. 
Proof. We will first establish a useful notational convention. If 
f : K 4 L is a simplicial map of complexes then / K 1 and 1 L 1 will 
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denote the underlying spaces of K and L and 1 f 1 will denote the map 
from 1 K 1 into 1 L 1 induced by f. 
A cofinal sequence of covers ai < 01~ < 01~ < . . . in Z(Iw) can be 
defined inductively such that the following properties hold. 
(1) For each n there exists a homeomorphism h, : / NE, I ---i, In 
where It1 is the unit cube in Euclidean n-space. 
(2) If m > n and p : Im + 1” is the projection map of 1” onto its 
first n dimensions then the diagram given below is homotopy commut- 
ative. Furthermore, the homotopy H : / NU, I x I - 1” can be chosen 
so that for each x E j NM, I, H({x} x 1) is contained in the image under 
& of a simplex in NM, which contains the carrier of x in ATam . 
(3) If m 3 n and i : 1% - 1” is the inclusion map shown above 
which takes In onto the first n dimensions of Iin then pi is the 
identity map on I” and ip is homotopic to the identity map on I*. 
Furthermore, the homotopy K : I” x I + I” can be chosen so that 
for each x E I N, 1, K({hm(x)} x I) 
of the carrier of x” in Nti, . 
is contained in the image under h,,t 
If m > n, let cz; : 
h;lih, : I Ne, I 
C(N,?J - C(NJ be a chain map induced by 
--f I Nz, I. In particular, if m = n we can take cz; to 
be the identity chain map. Note that, using Properties (2) and (3) from 
above, h;lih, 1 s-r:; I is homotopic to the identity map on / NW, 1 with 
a homotopy which does not move points in [ Ne, 1 outside of their carriers 
in NE, . Similarly, I r:; I h;‘ih, is homotopic to the identity map 
on lNanI. 
Thus TQ c:; N ICcN ) : C(N,%) + C(Ntin) and c$r:; N ICtN ) : 
C(N,_) - C(Nem). Als?these chain homotopies can be taken to h&e 
small supports on simplexes of NE, and NE, respectively. 
We will now define the SSC-structure on I”. Let 9 be the set 
of all covers in 2Y(Iw) which are composed of connected sets, let 
Q = {Ul 9 3 > 013 , . ..} and if h E .Y, let a,(h) be the coarsest cover 01~ which 
is a star refinement of h. If X E 9, then let C, = {czz 1 am > 01~ > a,(h)} 
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and set S(lw) = {Iw, 3, 52, 01~ , C}. A straightforward check of Axioms 
(i)-(v) for an SSC shows that S(lU) is the required SSC structure on 
Iw. I 
2. Minimal Fully Reducible Categories 
If Y is a fully reducible category of SC’s then we can pick a fully 
reducible subcategory which contains exactly one SC for each space in 
the underlying category 7’ of spaces and maps. The category thus 
selected is of course not necessarily unique. Noting that all fully re- 
ducible categories of SC’s which have a common underlying category 
can be partially ordered by inclusion, we can apply the standard defi- 
nition of a minimal element to describe the category constructed above. 
Definition (2.1). A fully reducible subcategory Y of Y is minimal 
over 9’ if Y1 being a fully reducible subcategory of Y with 9-i = Y’ 
implies that Y1 = Y. 
Remark (2.2). The first paragraph of the subsection shows that any 
fully reducible category contains a minimal fully reducible subcategory. 
We will now characterize the minimal fully reducible categories in 
terms of the functor P from Y into 9” which was introduced in Sub- 
section (III, 3). F or convenience the name P will also be used for the 
restriction of P to any subcategory of 9’. 
Definition (2.3). Let %? be a subcategory of 9”. A section for P 
over %? is a functor S from V? into Y such that S followed by P is the 
identity functor on V. S is called simple if, for each space X in V, 
S(X) is an SSC. Let S(V) be the subcategory of Y consisting of all 
objects and morphisms which are the images of objects and morphisms 
in V under S. 
Proposition (2.4). A subcategory LT of Y is minimal and fully 
reducible if and only if there exists a section S of P over 9-l with 
.F = S(9-‘). 
Proof. Suppose Y is minimal and fully reducible. If 9 contained 
more than one SC with a given underlying space then we could delete 
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one of these and obtain a strictly smaller fully reducible category with 
the same underlying category as F. Thus the minimality of F guarantees 
that for each space X in F’ there is a unique SC-structure over X in 
F’. We define S(X) to be this SC. 
Suppose f : X -+ Y is a map in F-‘. Since F is a fully reducible cate- 
gory, Proposition (III, 3.7) h s ows that f is an SC-morphism between 
S(X) and S(Y) d an we can define S(f) to be this SC-morphism. This 
completes the definition of a functor S from F’ into Y. Clearly 
S(F’) = 5 and P is a left inverse for S. 
Conversely, suppose that F is only known to be a subcategory of 9’ 
and that S is a section for P over 9-l with S(F) = 7. Since S is defined 
on all maps on F’ and sends these into SC-morphisms in F, we see 
by Proposition (III, 3.7) that F is fully reducible. Suppose Fi is a fully 
reducible subcategory of 7 with .F; = F’. Since 7 = S(F), F 
contains only one SC for each space in F’ and since Fi = F’, this 
SC must also be in Fi . Therefore the objects of Fi are the same as the 
objects of F. Recalling that all categories of SC’s are assumed to be full 
[see Convention (III, 1.7)], we see that 9 = F1 and hence that F is 
minimal. I 
The notion of a section provides a natural interpretation for many of 
our earlier results. Let S be a section for P over V and, if X is in %?, 
let S(X) = {X,$(X), a(X), m,,(X), C(X)}. Let 9’^ be the category of 
all chain groups of complexes with rational coefficients and the associated 
chain maps. We will show that S induces a family of functors Fi from 
S(V) into x” indexed by 3 = nIXEV y(X). If i E 9 and X is in %? then i 
is a function on the objects of 9? with i(X) E 9(X). Hence we can operate 
on i(X) with the function U,(X) : 9(X) + Q(X) to obtain a cover 
(q,(X))(i(X)) in Q(X). Let X E %? and define F,(S(X)) to be the rational 
chain group of the nerve of the cover (a,,(X))(i(X)) of X. Suppose that 
f : S(X) + S(Y) . is an SC-morphism in S(V) and let cy = (a,(X))(i(X)) 
and ,f3 = (a*( Y))(i( Y)). W e now define a chain map Fi(f) : C(N,) 4 C(iV,). 
Let oil E Q(X) be a common refinement of a: and f-r@) and set 
Fi(f) = f;q where czl E Ci(x,(X) and f 2 in induced by f. 
The chain map FJf) clearly depends on the choices of 01~) c& and f 2. 
However, as the following proposition shows, if we procede to the 
homology level this dependence is eliminated. Let V be the category 
of Q-modules and homomorphisms, let H be the simplicial homology 
functor from Z into V and let I? be the Tech homology functor from $9 
into V. 
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Proposition (2.5). I f  % and 5’ are as above, then for each i E 9 there 
is a diagram of categories and functors of the type shown below. 
Further, iff : X -+ Yisamapin%then: 
(1) HF,S( f) does not depend on the choices of aI , c& OY f 3; 
(2) the projection homomorphism p, : l?(X) -+ HF,S(X) = H(N,) is 
always injective and, in case S is simple, it is also surjective; 
(3) the following diagram commutes. 







Proof. The comments preceding this proposition establish the 
required diagram of categories and functors. 
To show that (1) holds, we will simplify our notation by using f 
for S(f) so that HFJ(f) = f;kczl, . It is clear that for a fixed 01~ , all 
choices forf;l are chain homotopic as are all choices for c& . Thus the 
homomorphism f&czl.+ is independent of such choices. 
Suppose that 01s EQ(X) is a second cover which satisfies the conditions 
imposed on CQ ; i.e., a2 is a common refinement of (Y and f-r@). Pick 
a common refinement iys of 01~ and (11s and note that there exist chain 
maps as shown below. 
C(N,) 
We see that f Tr; , f ;;a and f 2nE: are all induced by simplicial 
maps based on vertex transformations induced by set inclusion 
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under f. Using this and the axioms for the SC, S(X), we have 
f ;lc:, - f  2nzc:3 - f 2c& - f ~x:;c:~ - f i;gc& . Therefore f;.g& = f;.g2* 
and HF,S(f) is independent of the choice of ~1~ . 
Part (2) is an immediate consequence of the fact that S(X) induces a 
WSC, S’(X), which is simple if S(X) is simple. Proposition (II, 2.1) 
applied to S’(X) yields the required information about the homo- 
morphism p, : A(X) + H(N,). 
Finally we must verify the commutativity of the diagram in part (3) 
of the proposition. A(X) is the inverse limit of the inverse system 
{H(N,,), r} over the directed set Z(X) and J?(Y) is the inverse limit of 
{H(N,J, z} over Z(Y). Let {x,} E B(X) and let fi(f)({xJ) = {yu} E A(Y). 
Recall that yy E H(N,J * f is ound by picking any cover h E Z(X) such that 
h > f  -l(p) and letting Y,~ = f  ,^*(xJ. Thus we have p&{yJ) = ya = 
f  z&a,). 
As was shown in the proof of Theorem (II, 3.1) for WSC’s, 
7rz$ 1 p,,(A(X)) and c,“~* / p,(a(X)) are inverse isomorphisms. Thus, 
since z-~s(x,~) = x, , we have 3~~~ = c$(x,) and f  &(xu,) = f&c~,*(,xw) = 
HFJ(f)(x,). This shows that p&(f)f(xA)) = ya = f&t~~,) = 
HFJ(f)p,({xJ) and establishes the required commutativity. I 
Remark (2.6). The functors Fi introduced above allow us to sketch 
an analysis of how the Browder local fixed point index i, which was 
introduced in Subsection (III, 2) actually gives an index on a subcategory 
9? of 9’ which depends only on S. Given an open set U in X E +? and 
a map f : 0 -+ X which is fixed point free on Bd U, we pick an i E 3 
with i(X) fine enough so that F,S(X) . is a 00 simplicial approximation g d 
of the space X relative to f and U. Definition (III, 2.4) defines the 
Browder index based on a combinatorial calculation in F,S(X) and 
Proposition (IV, 2.5) shows that this index does not depend on i if 
i(X) is taken to be fine enough. Thus the value of the Browder index 
depends only on f, U and the section S. Part (3) of Proposition (2.5) 
accounts for the fact that if U = X then the Browder index agrees with 
the Lefschetz number off which is calculated directly in terms of the 
homology of X. 
The general outline of this process is that a section for P over %? lets 
us pass functorially to a topologically meaningful approximation of 
% in x and then apply a combinatorial technique in x which, at the 
homology level, relates back to Cech homology on %7. 
Question (2.7). What combinatorial techniques besides the Browder 
fixed point index can be made meaningful for spaces in 9’ by first 
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passing from 9” into &- as described above and then applying the 
technique ? 
The difficulty of working with the functor P is that the Browder 
index retains a dependence on the particular section S and there may be 
many sections over a given category V. In fact, even simple sections 
need not be unique. In addition it is hard to define sections since one 
must not only specify a given SC for each space, but must verify that 
all maps are actually SC-morphisms between those particular SC- 
structures. These difficulties can be overcome in many instances by 
passing to the factor category [9’] and sections for the functor [PI. 
3. Maximal Fully Reducible Categories 
In the preceding subsection we saw that any fully reducible sub- 
category F of 9 contained one or more minimal subcategories. Looking 
in the opposite direction we can form a category whose underlying 
category is F’ and which contains all SC’s that are equivalent to SC’s 
in F. Going to the usual description of a maximal element in a 
partially ordered set we obtain the following definition. 
Definition (3.1). A fully reducible subcategory 5 of Y is maximal 
over F’ if F1 being a fully reducible subcategory of Y which contains F 
and has .Fi = F’ implies F1 = F. 
Remark (3.2). The paragraph at the start of this subsection shows 
that any fully reducible category is contained in a unique maximal 
fully reducible category. 
We will now characterize the maximal fully reducible categories in 
terms of the functor [P] from [9’] into 9” which was introduced in 
Subsection (III, 3). As with P, we will use the symbol [P] to stand for 
the restriction of [P] to any subcategory of [9]. 
Definition (3.3). Let %? be a subcategory of 9’. A section for [P] 
over V is a functor 5’ from $7 into [fl such that S followed by [P] is 
the identity functor on V. S is called simple if, for each X in V, S(X) 
contains an SSC. Let S(V) be the subcategory of [Y’] consisting of all 
objects and morphisms that are the images of objects and morphisms 
in V under S. 
Remark (3.4). Since, by Proposition (1.4) any two SSC’s are equi- 
valent, it is clear that a simple section of [PI, if it exists, must always be 
unique. 
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We will adopt the notational convention that if V? is a subcategory of Y’ 
then 4 = P-i(V). Thus if? is a subcategory of Y then r is contained 
in JF”. 
Recall the following diagram which was introduced in Definition (III, 
3.5) and exists for any subcategory y of 9. 
In this diagram Q is just the natural factor functor taking an SC, 
S(X), into [S(X)] and an SC-morphism, h, into [h]. 
Proposition (3.6). A subcategory F of 9 is maximal and fully 
reducible if and only if there exists a section S of [P] oveY 7’ with 
Y = Q-Y?(T). 
Proof. Suppose 9 is maximal and fully reducible. By Definition (III, 
3.5), r being fully reducible implies that [r] is isomorphic to 7’ under 
[PI. Therefore, we can define a section S of [P] over r’ to be the inverse 
of [PI. It is clear that Q-rS(S’) = Q-r([r]) if a fully reducible sub- 
category of Y which contains r and whose underlying category is F’. 
Thus, by the maximality of r, Q-rS(9-‘) = F. 
Conversely, suppose S is a section of [P] over r’ with 9 = Q-iS(7’). 
For each space X in ?’ let the image of X under S be the class [s(X)], 
where s(X) is an SC-structure on X. In this situation the objects in 
9 = Q-W(F) are exactly those SC’s which are equivalent to S(X) 
for some X in 9”. Thus once 7 is shown to be fully reducible it is 
obviously maximal. Furthermore, by Proposition (III, 3.4) r is fully 
reducible if every map f : X -+ Y in y’ is an SC-morphism from s(X) 
into s(Y). This latter condition is true since S(f) is a class of SC- 
morphisms from [s(X)] into [s(Y)] which, by Definition (III, 3.5), 
must contain a representative SC-morphism from s(X) into s(Y) whose 
underlying map is J I 
The results of Subsection (III, 3) together with Proposition (3.6) show 
that if $9 is a subcategory of 9” and i is a local fixed point index on 
g then any section S of [P] over %? induces a local fixed point index on ‘%9 
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which may depend on S. This is the same situation which we established 
earlier for sections of P over %. However, the problem of specifying a 
section of [P] is in general much simpler than finding a section of P. 
It is convenient to picture the functor [P] in somewhat the same 
manner as a fiber space. In the following figure we will let squares 
stand for arbitrary elements of [9], let circles stand for those elements of 
[9’] which we will call simple since they contain SSC’s, and let arrows 
denote morphisms in both [9] and 9”. Several possible situations are 
shown below. 
Referring to [P]-‘(X) as the fiber over X we note that a space may 
have one or many elements in its fiber and these may or may not include 
a simple element. A mapf : X + Y may lift to a class of SC-morphisms 
between some, all, or none of the elements in the fibers over X and Y. 
Furthermore, each map in a composition of maps in 9’ may lift but 
it may not be possible to compose the lifted maps. 
If V? is a subcategory of 9 then a section of [P] over %? picks out one 
element in the fiber over each space in V such that all maps in V lift 
to connect these designated elements in the fibers. 
We can now interpret several earlier results as definitions of sections 
for [Pl. 
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Remark (3.7). Recall the fully reducible category pB which was 
considered in Proposition (1.4). This is clearly maximal over L?‘; and 
hence corresponds to a simple section, S, , of [P] over 9; . Note that 
a space X is in 9: if and only if its fiber contains a simple element. 
Remark (3.8). In Section IV we defined the category 9 of all standard 
Ic* spaces and showed that 2 is fully reducible. 9, being maximal over 
9, corresponds to a section, S, , of [P] over 9. Since 2 contains all 
SC’s whose underlying spaces are in 2, we see that this section over 2’ 
is unique and that the fiber of [P] over a space X in L? consists of one 
and only one element. Propositions (I .6) and (1.7) show that in some 
cases this single element is simple. 
One advantage of phrasing our results in terms of sections of [P] is 
that several questions become apparent. For example, when working 
with SC’s it would be nice to know that all SC-structures on a given 
space which is under consideration are equivalent to each other. Since 
this is the case for spaces in 2, we have the following question concerning 
the section S, which was introduced in Remark (3.8). 
Question (3.9). For which categories, J&‘, that contain 9 and are 
such that each space X E ~2’ has a fiber in [A] which consists of a single 
element, can S, be extended to a section S,,, of [P] over &!? 
A second question concerns the section S, of [P] over .pA which was 
defined in Remark (3.7). We have seen that 9; contains the category 9 
of all polyhedra as well as some other spaces. 
Question (3.10). Is there a useful way to characterize the spaces 
in .pi in terms of standard topological properties ? 
The following more specific questions are also of interest. 
Question (3.11). Does 9: contain the category of all compact 
metric ANR’s ? 
Question (3.12). Does 9; contain the category of all compact 
topological manifolds ? 
VI. Products of Semi-Complexes 
In the preceding work we have constructed semi-complex structures 
on spaces by using properties of the spaces which did not themselves 
involve the idea of a semi-complex. For example, the highly uniform 
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type of local connectedness which characterizes the standard Ic* spaces 
was used to define an SC-structure on these spaces. 
Once a stock of such examples has been built up in this manner a 
more intrinsic approach becomes interesting. Namely, given one or more 
spaces which possess semi-complex structures, what constructions can 
be performed to yield new spaces which also admit semi-complex 
structures ? Moreover, what relation will the new semi-complexes 
have to the original and which of the associated maps are semi-complex 
morphisms? Here the term semi-complex is used in a generic sense 
to denote any of the four types of structures which we have considered. 
As is the case in many mathematical situations, the product construction 
is a particularly tractable operation when dealing with semi-complexes. 
In (6) Brahana showed that the product of two quasi-complexes (simple 
weak semi-complexes in our notation) is again a quasi-complex. The main 
result of the present section is the extension of this result to weak semi- 
complexes, semi-complexes and simple semi-complexes. We also show 
that in the case of semi-complexes, the construction which we give is 
natural in the sense that it respects the equivalence relation defined on Y. 
1. Preliminaries 
Before giving a complete formulation of the main theorem we must 
digress long enough to recall several basic constructions and to establish 
some necessary notation. The required results are stated as propositions 
for convenient reference later in the section. However, many of the 
proofs involve only routine computations and hence are omitted. In the 
case of deeper results, references are given which indicate where proofs 
may be found in the literature. 
Proposition (1.1). If, f or i = 1 and 2, f i and gi are chain maps from 
chain complexes Ci --+ Dz which are chain homotopic with chain homotopies 
Ai such that gi -f i = A:-,8 + aidpi for all p, then f l @f 2 and 
g1 @ g2 are chain homotopic as chain maps from Cl @ C2 into D1 @ D2 
with a chain homotopy A1 q A2 which is de$ned in dimension p + q on 
a generator cpl @ cq2 of (Cl @ I?),,, by 
(Al q A2)9M(C91 @ c2) = (Ll,4,1 @ 8%;) + (-l)“(f’c,’ @ L&%,2). 
Proposition (1.2). If FI and F, are functors from the category of 
complexes into the category, X, of chain complexes with rational coejicients, 
and v a natural transformation from FI to F, , then FI and F, induce 
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functors F1 and pi, from the category of ordered pairs of complexes into 
X with Fi(K, L) = F,l(K) @_F,(L) for i = 1 and 2 and v  induces a 
natural transformation c from F, to FS with fi(K, L) = v(K) @ v(L). 
Given two complexes K and L and simplexes u = 1 q, , . . . . vP / E K 
and 7 = 1 zq, , . . . . up 1 EL, let the simplicial product u n 7 be the 
I” + l)(!l + I>- 1 d imensional simplex whose vertices are all pairs 
vi, ui) with 0 < i < p and 0 < j < q. The simplicial product 
K a L is the complex consisting of all simplexes 0 A 7 with 0 E K and 
?- EL and all faces of such simpiexes. 
The following propositions are found in (12), Chapter II, Section 8. 
Proposition (1.3). A set of vertices {(v,, , u,,), . . . . (vn , un)) spans 
a simplex in K A L if and only if {q, , . . . . vn} and {u,, , . . . . un} span sim- 
plexes of K and L with possible repetitions of vertices allowed. 
Proposition (1.4). If fi : Ki -+ Li are simplicial maps for i = 1 
and 2, then the vertex transformation (v, u) -+ (fi(v), fi(u)) induces a 
simplicial map fi A fi : K, n K, -+ L, n L, . 
The simplicial product is needed in working with nerves of finite open 
covers of spaces. If X and Y are spaces with a: E Z(X) and /3 E Z(Y), 
let uiX/3=(UX VIUE u and V g/3} which is in 2(X x Y). If 
SZCL’(X)andYCZ(Y)thenletQ~!P={(a:~/!/olEQand/3EY}. 
Proposition (1.5). If X and Y are spaces, Q is cofinal in Z(X) and 
Y is cojinal in .Z( Y), then the following three conditions hold. 
(i) Q x Y is cofinal in Z(X x Y). 
(ii) If 01 E !J and /3 E Y then Nzxs is isomorphic to N, A ND under the 
isomorphism x induced by the vertex transformation U x V 4 (U, V) 
when UEcu and VE/~. 
(iii) If iyl x & > No x pz then cc1 > cyp , PI > p2 and for any 
projection rr.+pz “lx01 there exist projections =z; 
diagram commutes. 
and n$; such that the following 
If K is a complex, the associated chain complex C(K) which has been 
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considered up to this point is the free differential graded Q-module 
generated in each dimension by the oriented simplexes in K of that 
dimension. One can also define a total chain complex P(K) as the free 
differential graded Q- module generated in dimension n by the set Km 
of all arrays [wO . . . w,] of vertices of K such that a,, . . . . o, spans a 
simplex of K (with repetitions allowed). These definitions are given in 
(1.5), p. 100, and correspond to the alternating and ordered chain com- 
plexes considered in (12), Chapter VI. A proof of the following propo- 
sition can be found in either of these references. 
Proposition (1.6). Both C and CR are functors from the category 
of complexes into the category of chain complexes with rational coeficients 
and there exists a natural equivalence v from C into CR with natural 
inverse t.6. 
If K is a complex then the generators ITi of CR(K) are a complete 
semi-simplicial complex (c.s.s.c.) as defined in (13). Let L be a second 
complex and form the C.S.S.C. L in the same fashion as above. Let R x L 
be the C.S.S.C. with n-dimensional objects ([q, . . . ZJ,], ([u,, . . . tin]) where 
[v. ,.. n,J and [uO . . . un] are n-dimensional objects in K and L. C”(K x L) 
will stand for the free differential graded Q-module generated by R x L. 
The differential operator in Cn(K x L) is induced by the mapping 
on generators taking ([q, . . . z)J, [uO . . . u,]) + (a[~,, . . . w,], a’[~,, . . . uJ) 
where a and 8’ are the differential operators C?(K) and P(L). 
Proposition (1.7). If K and L are complexes then the vertex trans- 
formation [v A u] ---t ([z)], [u]) induces an isomorphism p : CQ(K A L) 
into C*(K x L) which is natural in the following sense. If f : Kl + K2 
and g : L, -+ L, are simplicial maps then the diagram below commutes. 




Proposition (1.8) is a special case of the main result in (23). The same 
situation is treated in slightly different notation in (22), pp. 233-244. 
Proposition (1.8). If K and L are complexes then there exists a 
natural equivalence F : CR(K x L) + P(K) @ P(L) with inverse I/J which 
is also natural. 
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The results obtained so far in this subsection are summarized in 
the following proposition. 
Proposition (1.9). If X and Y are spaces and 01 x fl E Z(X) x Z(Y) 
then there exists an equivalence F,,O : C(N,,,) -+ C(N,) @ C(N,) with 
inverse G,,, . These are natural in the sense that they commute with pro- 
jections. 
Proof. Let 01’ > a: and /3’ > ,B. Consider the following diagram of 




Let F,,B = (p @ p)p p v x # and let G,,, = x #l&-l#(~ @ v). 
Clearly, FE,@ and G,,, are inverse chain equivalences and, as Propo- 
sitions (1.2)-( 1.8) h s ow, each square of the diagram commutes. Hence 
F ‘2 pax5 “x8’ = (& @ z$‘)F,,,~, and G,,a(nz’ @ $‘) = n$,$‘Ga,,o, as re- 
quired. I 
In considering the product of SC’s, we will need information at the 
homology level as well as at the chain level. In Subsection (I, 2) we estab- 
lished our notation for inverse systems of graded Q-modules. We now 
give a general result for such systems and then apply it to homology 
theory. 
If S and U are directed sets, then S x U is also a directed set under 
the relation > defined by (s, U) > (t, v) if and only if s > t and u > v. 
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Proposition (1.10). If (M, n} and {IV, } 7~ are inverse systems of graded 
Q-modules over directed sets S and U respectively, then the collection 
PC 0 Nu > rrrts Q rrVU} dejnes an inverse system of graded Q-modules 
over S x U. Furthermore, the inverse limit, (MS @ NJ, , of this system 
is isomorphic as a graded Q-module to M, Q N, under the homomorphism 
T taking (m, @ n,} + (m,> @ (nJ. 
Proposition (1.11). If X and Y are spaces, Sz is cofnal in Z(X), Y is 
cofinal in Z(Y) and {F,,, 1 a E L2 and /3 E Y) is the set of homomorphisms 
dejned in Proposition (1.9), then isomorphisms I?, and p,,B* are induced 
such that if a: x /3 E L’ x !I’, then the following diagram commutes. 
P 







Pm @I Pfi 
+H(N,)%H(N,) 
Proof. Since we are using rational coefficients, the Kiinneth formula 
[see, for example, (15), p. 2131 gives an isomorphism 77 : H(N,) @ H(N,) 
-H(C(Ncx) 0 WA) with [z @ z’] = ~([z] @ [z’]). Let Fa,a,o.+ =
q-lFE,B* : H(N,,,) + H(N,) @ H(N,) which is an isomorphism since 
Fn,B is a chain equivalence. 
(H(N,,,), n} and {H(N,) @ H(N,), n @ n} are inverse systems of 
graded Q-modules over the set .CI x Y and {Fa,B*} defines an isomorphism 
between these systems. This follows from the fact that 7 clearly commutes 
with projections and that the homomorphisms FE,O and hence F, a* were 
shown to commute with projections. Thus an inverse limit isomophism 
E,c : (H(N,xs))m - VWJ 0 WN,& is induced. By Proposition (1.10) 
there is an isomorphism T : (H(N,) @ H(Nfl)&, - (H(N,)), @ (H(Na)&. 
Let F, = TFi, : H(X X Y) = (H(NExs))m -+ (i7(NJ)m 0 (II( = 
W-Y 0 WY). 
+ 
(H(N,)),CD(H(N&, 
,/-+a Q Pa 
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Since both the square and the triangle shown above commute, we 
see that (Pa 0 PB)F* = Fe,~+paxO . I 
2. Main Theorem 
We have now built up enough information to allow us to state and 
prove the main theorem on the product of SC’s. 
Let yw and ys, be the classes of all WSC’s and SWSC’s respectively. 
Recall that Y is the category of all SC’s and SC-morphisms, that y8 
is the subcategory of all SSC’s and that .ps is the subcategory of all SC’s 
which are equivalent to some SSC. 
Theorem (2.1). If r is any one of 9, y8 , pR, yW, and 9&, with 
S(X) and T(Y) in y, then there exists a structure S(X) x T(Y) on the 
space X x Y which is in .F. Furthermore, in the case 7 = Y then 
S(X) x T(Y) is de$ned in such a way that the following two conditions 
hold. 
(i) The projection maps p, : X x Y -+ X and p, : X x Y + Y 
are SC-morphisms from S(X) x T(Y) into S(X) and T(Y), respectively. 
(ii) Zf h : S(X) + T(Y) and h’ : S(X’) + T( Y’) are SC-mor- 
phisms then h x h’ : S(X) x S(X’) -+ T(Y) x T(Y’) is an SC-mor- 
phism. In particular, if S(X) m T(X) and S(X’) = T(X’), then 
S(X) x S(X’) as T(X) x T(X’). 
Proof. We will first consider the case where S(X) and T(Y) are in Y. 
Let S(X) = {X, 9, Q, a0 , C} and let T(Y) = {Y, 8, Y, /?,, , D}. 
$ x f is a collection of covers X x Y by connected open sets which, 
by Proposition (1.5), is cofinal in Z(X x Y). Likewise, Q x Y is cofinal 
in Z(X x Y) and we can define a function y,, = cyO x ,f3,, : 9 x $ 
+ Q x Y which has the property that if h x p ~3 x $ then 
rcl(h x PI = 44 x PO(P) > h x CL. 
Suppose that hxp~Yx# and E/X/~‘, ocxp~.QxY with 
a’ x p’ > a x p > yo(h x p). In this case 01’ > a: > as(h) and 
p’ > p > /3,,(p) so there exist antiprojections cz, E C, and d$ E D,, . 
Let e$s, = G,,&, @ d;,)F,,, : C(N,,,) + C(N,,,,,) where F,,P and 
Gd,,, are the chain equivalences defined in Proposition (1.9). Let Elxu 
be the set of all such chain maps. If (U x V) is a generator of the zero- 
dimensional chains of C(N,,,) (i.e., a vertex in NExa) then a check of 
the definitions of F,,O and G&p,,, shows that if c:,(U) = zfpiUi and 
d$( I’) = Cjqi Vj , then ez$ (U X V) = Ci,jpiqj( U; X Vi). Thus, since 
c;, and d$ p reserve the Kronecker index, zipi = 1, zjqj = 1 and 
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&p,qj = 1. Hence e$!8,s preserves the Kronecker index. We will now 
verify the four axioms of Definition (III, 1.1) for S(X) x T(Y) = 
‘xs,“p;s; x ,;r”,;” x,,y: ro,,, El. 
01 x p > 01’ x p’ > 01 x p > r&h x p) with 
a, 01’, 01” E D and ,3, /?‘, /?” E Y and consider the foliowing diagram. 
F a,P 
C(N,-$ f---z-- = C(N,)@C(N,) 
\a I^# G 4 I ^I /‘/ I 
Since S(X) and T(Y) are SC’s, c$ N c:.n$ with a chain homotopy 
A”: and d$i - d$$ with a chain homotopy A$ . Hence, by Propo- 
siiion (1.1), c$ @ d$ N cz.7~~’ @ d$$’ = (c~” Q d$)(rf @ 4’) with 
a chain homotopy A:” q 0;: . Now 
where the connecting chain homotopy is A$$‘,: = G,* ,.*(A$ q A$)F,t ,B’ . 
Let u = 1 U, X V,, . . . . U,, x I’, ( be a simplex in N,,,,* and let 
P E Nc/ and T E NO, be the simplexes spanned by {U, , . . . . U,} and 
(Vo 7 -*-, Kl, respectively. Note that sup(a) C sup(p) x sup(~). Also, there 
exist sets U E h and V E p such that sup(p) U sup(c$(p)) U sup(A$(p)) C U 
and sup(~) u sup(d$(T)) u sup(A!$(~)) C I’, which implies that 
sup(c+:‘(p)) C U and sup(d8 * a-~B’(~)) C V. Checking the definitions 
of F,,,,, , Gm-,,Y and the construction in Proposition (1 .l) of 
A”,: q A$ from 0;: and A$ , we see that sup(e$“,Ba:(a)) C sup(c$(p)) x 
sup(d$(T)) and that 
sup(O::;$-(u)) C [~up(c,“:(~)) u sup(A::(p))] x [sup(d;-T&T-)) u sup(d;&))]. 
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Hence 
sup(o) u sup(&$+J)) u sup(o~:~~:(lJ)) c u x V 
and Axiom (i) is verified. 
The same diagram that we used for Axiom (i) can be used to check 
Axiom (ii). 
The chain homotopy is constructed and the size of its supports checked 
in exactly the same fashion as that used in establishing Axiom (i). 
Let 01 x ,B > yo(h x p) with 01 E .Q and /3 E Y which implies that 
: H(N,) 3 H(N,) and d$, : H(N,) -+ H(N,) are idempotent endo- 
zrphisms with images H’(N,) = p,(W(X)) and H’(N,) = p,(H( Y)). 
Let 77 : H(N,) @ H(N,) -+ H(C(N,) @ C(N,)) be the isomorphism 
defined in the proof of Proposition (1.11). e$& =G,,~*(c,~O~~~)*F,,~* = 
G a,s.+~(c:* @JpdizJr-lFu,B* so, since Ga,4 and F,,, are chain .equi- 
valences, emxp* emx6, = eax!3 axP.+ . It remains only to check that image 
ediXB exe* = fJ’(N,XB) = Pax4(W~ x Y>). It was shown in Proposition (1.11) 
that the left-hand square in the diagram below commutes. The upper 
right-hand square commutes by the definition of e$$ and commuta- 
tivity of the lower right hand square is easily checked from the defi- 
nition of 7. Isomorphisms in the diagram are indicated by the symbol N. 
Since c,~ and dOBare antiprojections, image@, @p,) = image(c:. @ di,). 
Following the diagram we see that 
image(e,“$i:8D*) 
q-IF G 9 
image(c,*, @ di*) = image(p, 0%) + imw( PaXdI 
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which shows that image(eE$,) = image(p,,,) as required for Axiom (iii) 
of Definition (III, 1.1). 
Suppose that X, x p,, > X, x pi with hi E 9 and pi E $. Let 
af x /I’ > 01 x /3 > y&ho x pO) where 2, 01 E 52 and p’, /3 E Y. Since 
S(X) and T(Y) are SC’s, there exists a chain homotopy e, connecting 
c;&) E CA0 with cz(X,) E CA1 and a chain homotopy l$, connecting 
d$&,,) E D,,, with di&,) E D pl. Thus, as in Proposition (l.l), (@ q 0$,) 
is a chain homotopy connecting cz(h,) @ d{+,) with cz,(h,) @ G&) 
and G,,,O(Q, El O$,)Fa,B is a chain homotopy connecting e~?$@,, x pO) = 
Gaf ,B~(c:&) 0 &~o))% with eS,,~(~l x ~1) = G~,dc%h) 0 
4%))~~ $3 .An argument similar to that used in establishing Axiom (i) 
shows that this homotopy has suitably small support on simplexes in NaxB . 
Thus Axiom (iv) is verified and we have shown that S(X) x T(Y) is an SC. 
If both S(X) and T(Y) are in y8 , then an argument similar to those 
used above shows that, since the antiprojections cz, and d$ satisfy Axiom 
(v) of Definition (V, l.l), so does e:?$. Thus 9, is closed under our 
product construction. Once we have established part (ii) of Theorem (2.1) 
it will obviously follow that 5?s must also be closed under products. 
Suppose now that S(X) = {X, 0, C> and S(Y) = {Y, Y’, D} are 
in & . If Y E 2(X x Y), pick a refinement h x p E Z(X) x Z(Y) of Y 
and let @, = Q,, x ‘y, . Now let @ be the function which assigns to Y 
the cofinal subset of Z(X x Y) with base point, (Qy, a,,(h) x /3,,(p)). 
As in the case of SC’s, let E be the function assigning to u the set E, 
which consists of antiprojections formed from those in C, and D, . 
An argument exactly like that given above for SC’s shows that 
S(X) x T(Y) = (X x Y, @‘, E) is a WSC and that if S(X) and T(Y) 
are simple, then so is S(X) x T(Y). 
We now return to the supposition that S’(X) = (X, 9, Q, 01~) Cl 
and V’)={Y,$,Y,Po,D) are SC’s and prove the projection maps 
from X x Y into X and Y induce SC-morphisms. In view of the sym- 
metry of the situation, it is sufficient to show that ~5, is an SC-morphism 
from S(X) X T(Y) into S(X). 
Following the notation of Definition (III, 1.4), if h = h’ x p’ E 9 x f 
and TV E 9, let pi = pi(h, p) E 3 be a common refinement of h’ and I”, 
and let h, = hi@, p) = pI x 11’ E 9 x j. Suppose that y, tf, E Z(X x Y) 
and 2, w E Z(X) and let 6 = a(~, w) E 9 be any common refinement of 
&Q) and w. Let /3 x /?’ E Sz x Y be any common refinement of 
~(4) = 44 x A&‘), p:‘(S) = S x {Y> and #. Let Y = y(h x) E Q be 
any common refinement of 8, x and /?. Finally, let 01 x 01’ E 8 x Y be any 
common refinement of p x fi’, p;;‘(y) = y x (Y> and v, 
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We now have 01 > y > /3 > 6 > q&), oc x 01’ > ,t? x p’ > yo(h,) 
and we must show that p>y’eE,XE: N ~,,~ppP,~‘. To do this we must look at 
the chain maps used in Proposition (1.9) to construct F,,,, and G,,,, which 
appear in the definition of ef,“!:. If u = [U, x V, , ..,, U, x V,] E N,,,, , 
let p(u) E NO be the simplex spanned by {U, , . . . . U,) and let T(U) E N,i 
be the simplex spanned by {V,, , . . . . V,}. A straightforward check shows 
that p>y’eE$:(a) = z-~~c~B(P(u)). Let f : C(N,,,,) -+ C(N,,) be the chain 
map defined on a typical generator g E NoxB, by f(u) = q,Q(u)). 
Since S(X) is an SC, there is a chain homotopy rya connecting c,B 
with rTTyorc,B. Define a chain homotopy Fy@ : C(N,,,,) + C(N,) by linear 
extension of the definition F?o(u) = F,,B(p(u)). Clearly FVi,” connects 
P ~~‘e$$: and j. 
Similarly, direct calculation shows that c,~~~~~‘(u) = c,%/(p(u)). 
The existence of a chain homotopy d,B : C(N,) -+ C(N,) connecting 
c,B with c,%r8B allows the construction of a chain homotopy d,B con- 
necting c,“P$~~ with f. Now F,,B and d,fl can be combined to construct 
a chain homotopy A connecting ~$7’ et,Xf: and c,~P$~~‘. 
To complete the proof that p, is an SC-morphism, we need only 
show that A has small supports on generators of C(N,,,,) with respect 
to the cover p. As we have often seen before, this property clearly holds 
since A is built from d,O and FVfl, which both have suitably small supports. 
To set up the notation for part (ii), let S(X) = {X, 9, fin, 01~ , C}, 
T(Y) = {Y, f, Y, /3, , B}, S(X’) = {X’, y’, a’, & , C’} and 
and T(Y’) = {Y’, $‘, !F, /3; , D’}. We will now use the fact that 
h : S(X) -+ T(Y) and h’ : S(X) + T(Y) are SC-morphisms to show 
that h x h’ : S(X) x S(X’) + T(Y) x T(Y) is also an SC-morphism. 
If hxh’E4X3’and ~x~'EXX #‘, use h and h’ as SC- 
morphisms to pick covers p1 = pr(h, p) E 9, & = &(A’, CL’) E y’, 
h, = h,(h, p) E 3 and hi = h;(X’, p’) E 9’ as in Definition (III, 3.4). Use 
,.Q x & and h, x hi as the corresponding covers in 2 x 8’ and 
4 x 3’ for the map h x h’. Suppose q, (t E 2(X x X’) and 
2, w E Z(Y x Y’) and choose covers 
and $‘, w’ E Z(Y’) so that p x q~’ > +, $ x #’ > 4, x x x’ > R and 
w x w’ > W. Using h as an SC-morphism, pick covers 6, /3, y and OL as 
in Definition (III, 1.4) and, using h’ as an SC-morphism, pick correspon- 
ding covers 6’, ,8’, y’, N’. We now have hvmc,B N dvsh,fl and h?‘cL? - dif’hif’. 
Note that 6 x 6’ E !#’ x Y’ and refines /3&r) x /3,&i) and w x w’; 
6 x /3’ E 1;2 x Q’ and refines 01,,(/\r) x aA( (h x h’)-I(6 x 8’) and 
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I+!J x #‘; y x y’ E Y x V and refines 6 x 6’ and x x x’; and 
LY x 01’ E .Q x Q’ and refines /? x /I’, (h x h’)-l(r x y’) and 9 x y’. 
Proposition (1.1) can now be applied to show that 
We have often used the fact that projections commute with the chain 
equivalences F, ,B and G, ,B of Proposition (1.9). Clearly the same is true 
for the chain maps induced by h and h’ as well as projections. Thus if 
et?$ E C, x C,! and f t?$ E Dul x D,; , then 
This is exactly what is required to show that h x h’ is an SC-morphism. 
The only question remaining is whether the chain homotopy used above 
has small support on generators of C(N,,,,). As before, this is clearly 
the case since it is constructed from chain homotopies with small 
supports. 
To show that if S(X) = T(X) and S(X) = T(X’), then 
S(X) x S(X) M T(X) x T(X), simply apply the result proved above 
with h being the identity map on X and h’ the identity map on x’. I 
Remark (2.2). At first glance it seems reasonable that other maps 
associated with the product X x Y should also be SC-morphisms. For 
example, the sections s, : Y-+X x Y with S&J) = (x, y), sy : X + X x Y 
with SJX) = (x, y) and the diagonal map D : X -+ X x X with 
D(x) = (x, x) are natural candidates. Although the author knows of 
no counterexample, it does not appear that these are necessarily SC- 
morphisms. To see why this happens note that a map h is an SC- 
morphism if, roughly speaking, it is immaterial whether we use h and 
then use antiprojections in the range of h or whether we use anti- 
projections in the domain of h and then use h. This works in the case of a 
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projection, p, : X x Y --+ X, since transferring with p, eliminates any 
effect of antiprojections in Y on antiprojections in X x Y. Homotopies are 
then constructed in the space X. In the case of sy : X --f X x Y the 
homotopies must be constructed in the more complex space X x Y 
where antiprojections depend strongly on antiprojections in Y. Thus 
it is generally simpler to use an antiprojection in X and then apply sy 
than it is to apply sy and then apply an antiprojection in X x Y. Similar 
comments can be made about D, where we must again construct chain 
homotopies in the more complicated product space. 
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